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ABSTRACT 
 Precise control over microbial cell growth conditions could enable 
detection of minute phenotypic changes, which would improve our understanding 
of how genotypes are shaped by adaptive selection.  Although automated cell-
culture systems such as bioreactors offer strict control over liquid culture 
conditions, they often do not scale to high-throughput or require cumbersome 
redesign to alter growth conditions. I report the design and validation of 
eVOLVER, a scalable DIY framework that can be configured to carry out high-
throughput growth experiments in molecular evolution, systems biology, and 
microbiology. I perform high-throughput evolution of yeast across systematically 
varied population density niches to show how eVOLVER can precisely 
characterize adaptive niches. I describe growth selection using time-varying 
temperature programs on a genome-wide yeast knockout library to identify 
strains with altered sensitivity to changes in temperature magnitude or frequency. 
Inspired by large-scale integration of electronics and microfluidics, I also 
		 vii 
demonstrate millifluidic multiplexing modules that enable multiplexed media 
routing, cleaning, vial-to-vial transfers and automated yeast mating.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 	
1.1 Background and Motivation 
 
Cells are shaped by the diverse and dynamic environments in which they 
live. A central goal of modern biology is to understand the response of cells to 
changing environments and the adaptations that characterize living organisms in 
their pursuit of maximal fitness, competitive growth in an environment. Historically, 
experimental evolution has given researchers insight into understanding these 
fundamental concepts in biology (Fig. 1-1). Even before the structure of DNA was 
discovered in 1953, landmark biological evolutionary experiments gave scientists 
insight on how diversity arises in microbial populations1 and how mutants were 
selected for during long-term growth2,3. In particular, in the mid 1900’s, continuous 
culture platforms enabled researchers to understand the evolutionary 
consequences of interactions between bacteriophages and bacteria and the 
development of resistance to the virus over time4. At the time, genetic tools weren’t 
available to researchers to correlate different phenotypes to changes in the 
genome or transcriptome. However, recent advances in sequencing have pushed 
experimental evolution studies back to the forefront of systems biology.  
We can now readily sequence genomes and construct detailed genetic 
interaction maps to extract deeper biological insight from cell growth experiments. 
Richard Lenski, one of the modern pioneers of experimental evolution, has 
famously demonstrated by passaging bacteria for more than 30 years that even 
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simple evolutionary experiments have rich analytical outcomes5–7. Genome 
engineering has given researchers unprecedented tools to perform complex 
genome-wide manipulations8,9; however surprisingly, laboratory equipment 
enabling complex selection schemes have been lacking. Our ability to grow and 
interrogate cellular populations across defined environmental and selection 
conditions remains primitive for historical and technological reasons10,11. 
Nonetheless, this capability is central to many studies and applications, including 
screens/selections of diverse libraries for functional genomics12,13, characterization 
and modeling of natural and synthetic cellular systems6,14,15, and experimental and 
directed evolution to learn about evolutionary processes8,16 or evolve new 
biological functions17. In experimental evolution and across disciplines, there is 
need for technologies that can enable large-scale exploration of phenotypes at the 
intersection of multidimensional environments and selection pressures.   
 
Figure 1-1: Culture vessel used by William Dallinger in 1880’s. Dallinger was the first recorded 
to perform experimental evolution experiments by ramping the temperature of the culture 
environment over the course of several years. Reproduced from Dallinger (1887)18. 
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1.2 Tradeoffs in Controllability and Throughput 
 
A central challenge to the development and adoption of new cell growth 
platforms is the fundamental tradeoff between control and throughput. In general, 
cultivation techniques are either high-throughput with low controllability of 
environmental parameters or vice versa, with little compromise between the two 
(Fig. 1-2). Microbial experimental evolution studies traditionally use batch culture 
(e.g. serial dilution) techniques. Though simple and useful, this technique has 
several disadvantages. Allowing cells to periodically reach stationary and lag 
phases limit the number of generations per day and might extend the length of the 
experiment for a desired evolutionary outcome (Fig. 1-3). Additionally, during batch 
culture, nutrients in the media are consumed, and excreted waste is not removed, 
resulting in varying growth conditions and selective pressures on the population 
over time. Despite these drawbacks, batch experiments are popular due to their 
simplicity and amenability to be automated in high throughput, with smaller 
population sizes, by using a pipetting robot and culturing cells in 96 well plates.  
 
Figure 1-2: Environmental Parameters, Phenotypes, and Cell Fitness.  (a) Understanding how 
cellular phenotypes arise from multidimensional selection gradients requires multi-parameter 
control of culture conditions. (b) Growth fitness experiments face a tradeoff between precision 
control of culture conditions and throughput. eVOLVER enables reliable scaling along both axes. 
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Figure 1-3: Methods for Cell Growth and Evolution.  Cell growth systems typically are 
transferred from (a) a single colony, (b) in continuous culture, or (c) serially in bulk. There is an 
inherent tradeoff between experiment controllability and throughput in these techniques. 
Reproduced from Barrick et al.5 
 
To address limitations of batch culture, researchers commonly use 
continuous culture techniques to culture cells in a desired growth phase under 
steady state nutrient conditions. Invented by Monod19 (1950) and Novick & 
Szilard20 (1950), the chemostat is the simplest form of continuous culture. The 
device dilutes cells with fresh media at a constant rate equal to the growth rate of 
the cells (Fig. 1-3, middle). Chemostat cultures typically only work with (1) 
microbes exhibiting well characterized, non-varying growth rates or (2) microbes 
grown under nutrient limiting conditions. These criteria limit the types of 
experiments chemostat devices can be used for. A turbidostat, an alternate 
continuous culture platform, can be used for some evolution experiments that 
chemostats aren’t well suited for. Invented by Myers and Clark21 (1944) for 
studying Chlorella pyrenoidosa, a turbidostat functions by measuring the turbidity 
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(optical density) of a culture to then determine the appropriate rate of dilution in 
order to maintain a constant cell density. The added layer of feedback control 
allows the culture to reach a steady state at a desired growth phase, typically at 
an exponential or a maximal growth rate. Moreover, this feedback mechanism 
allows the device to adjust to changing doubling times, which is particularly 
important when dealing with varying media conditions and evolving cell 
populations. Requiring less knowledge about nutrient limitation and its effect on 
cell division time, turbidostat experiments are easier to set up when compared to 
chemostat devices. However, turbidostats are not commonly used in the laboratory 
due to impractical volumes of commercially available reactors, technical 
challenges in designing a custom device, and the cost of scaling up most setups.  
 
1.3 Do-It-Yourself (DIY) Culture Systems 
 
In fact, beyond chemostats and turbidostats, there are dozens of notable 
continuous culture systems designed from scratch within the last few decades, 
many of which have attempted to scale to higher throughput. Recent advances in 
additive manufacturing and open-source electronics has empowered end-users to 
do this more easily, resulting in many more cost-effective, modern iterations of 
classic culture systems. These systems are typically bootstrapped by researchers 
in laboratory and require significant investments of resources to build. With existing 
systems lacking the modularity and flexibility to be repurposed adequately, each 
system typically had to be re-engineered with the specific application in mind, 
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instead of building upon previous engineering work. Despite these challenges, 
these continuous culture platforms reveal unique biological sight into natural and 
synthetic gene networks of which they are designed to interrogate.  
 
 
Figure 1-4: DIY Continuous Culture Systems. (left) Morbidostat system designed to study 
antibiotic resistance and evolution. (right) Flexostat system designed to probe synthetic circuits in 
more defined conditions. Each need to be housed in an incubator and electronic components used 
are not compatible. Reproduced from Toprak22 and Takahashi13. 
 
Two DIY continuous culture platforms, published during the nascence of my 
dissertation, were critical in shaping the design of eVOLVER. Specifically, the 
Morbidostat22 was developed for characterizing evolution of antibiotic resistance 
under constantly adjusting antibiotic pressure, and the Flexostat13 was built to help 
characterize synthetic gene circuits in more defined environments (Fig. 1-4). Both 
systems could be built in the laboratory with minimal prior expertise and with 
additive manufacturing or easily machined parts. These systems represented 
tangible examples of modern culture systems that could be built, tested, and 
developed by the end user and still attract significant attention from colleagues in 
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both academia and industry. As previously stated, though these systems attracted 
interest across many disciplines, it was difficult to customize and scale due to the 
architecture of the electronic components and encapsulation of the system in an 
incubator for temperature control. I hypothesized that a standard hardware 
framework for benchtop continuous culture system was necessary before these 
DIY systems could adopted and modified effectively in the laboratory. 
 
1.4 Scope of Work 
Though impactful, these grassroots systems have resulted in disparate, ad hoc 
solutions that are single purpose, largely achieve insufficient throughput, and still 
prevent flexible prescription of desired multidimensional environments and 
selection pressures. In mature technologies from other fields, these engineering 
inefficiencies are solved by adoption of standardizing frameworks, helping lay 
foundational tools for development of customized niche applications (e.g. web 
frameworks enabled social networks). In particular, a standard, reconfigurable 
framework for continuous culture would simplify sharing of advances in 
experimental algorithms and hardware configurations within the research 
community. How then should we make hardware frameworks robust enough for 
widespread adoption, while still customizable for particular applications? What 
characteristics make these tools useful today and for the future?  
In this dissertation, I describe concepts borrowed from past successful DIY 
hardware frameworks to build eVOLVER, a scalable framework for continuous cell 
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growth applications. In later chapters, I describe how I applied this framework to 
perform various cell growth applications with unprecedented control and 
throughput.  
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Chapter 2: eVOLVER Hardware Framework 	
2.1 Summary 
The eVOLVER hardware framework contains three levels of organization: (1) 
programmable sensors and actuators (e.g. Smart Sleeve components, 
pumps/fluidic control elements) (2) a Motherboard and microcontrollers, and (3) a 
Raspberry Pi (Fig. 2-1). At the level of individual culture vessels, Smart Sleeves 
enable individual control over several experimental parameters in the culture (Fig. 
2-2). Specifically, each sleeve contains sensors and actuators (e.g. heaters, LEDs, 
thermometer/thermistor) that measure and adjust aspects of the culture 
environment of a glass vial housed within. At the next level of organization, the 
Motherboard, Arduino microcontrollers, and other core electronic boards form a 
robust hardware infrastructure that communicates internally and coordinates 
activity of each individual Smart Sleeve to control each experimental parameter. 
At the final level of organization, a Raspberry Pi forms a link to the outside world 
by relaying information and commands to and from a computer, permitting the 
same computer to run many eVOLVER devices across a network. Layered on top 
of the hardware framework, control software enables programmable feedback 
between parameters and orchestrates experiments at an abstract level, providing 
an easy method of customization that is shareable with other users. Below I 
present the core hardware framework as well as the particular configuration 
enabling the experiments described in this study. 
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Figure 2-1: Summary of eVOLVER Framework. (a) eVOLVER hardware, fluidic, and software 
modules. System design is modular and synergistic. Left: eVOLVER is designed to scale to high-
throughput. Center Top: Smart Sleeve unit. Smart Sleeves integrate sensors and actuators needed 
to measure and control parameters of individual cultures. Center Bottom: eVOLVER fluidic 
manipulation system (peristaltic pumps or millifluidic devices) controls movement of media and 
culture within the system. Right: A modular, scalable hardware architecture interfaces with Smart 
Sleeve and fluidic modules to achieve individually addressable, real-time culture control. The 
hardware functions as a bidirectional relay, streaming live data (via Raspberry Pi) collected from 
each Smart Sleeve to the external computing infrastructure running control software (written in 
Python). This software records and processes data and returns commands to the hardware in order 
to update culture parameters. System customization can be achieved by swapping fluidic handling 
devices, adding new parameter control modules, or programming new feedback control routines 
between culture and software. (b) Photographs of eVOLVER Platform. (left) 16-culture eVOLVER 
base unit. Fluidics (media input, waste output) are physically separated from the electronics. The 
base unit can be cloned and parallelized to increase experimental throughput. (right) eVOLVER 
hardware architecture. Smart Sleeves communicate with electronics module via a motherboard. 
Control modules, which control single parameters across for all Smart Sleeves within a 16-culture 
unit, are composed of Arduino-connected control boards occupying motherboard S/A slots. 
Arduinos are programmed to interpret and respond to serial commands from the Raspberry Pi, 
which communicates with software run on a user’s computer or server. 
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2.2  DIY Smart Sleeve 
The programmable Smart Sleeve is the foundational unit on which the 
eVOLVER is built (Fig. 2-2). The Smart Sleeve is comprised of all the sensors and 
actuators required to control the culture conditions inside a 40 mL borosilicate 
glass vial. At the core is an aluminum sleeve, which surrounds the vial and is used 
to control temperature via two resistive heaters and a thermistor integrated within. 
Near the base of the vial sits a 3D printed part that houses and aligns the optical 
density LED and photodiode (Fig. 2-2). Below that sits a fan motor equipped with 
magnets to rotate a stir bar within the vial. The Smart Sleeve represents one of the 
most easily customized features of the eVOLVER: by changing which sensors and 
actuators are used and their layout, the user may develop culture vessels that fit 
their experimental needs. For a detailed description of the sensors and actuators 
used to control stirring, temperature, and optical density in Smart Sleeves featured 
in this study, as well as strategies for modifying the Smart Sleeve to fit experimental 
needs, refer to Chapter 4. Liquid handling is also controlled at the level of the 
individual culture vessel, yet these components are housed in a separate fluidic 
module, described in Chapter 5. The sensors and actuators on each sleeve are 
integrated in a small printed circuit board (PCB), termed the Component Mount 
Board (CMB) (Fig. 2-2). I designed the CMB such that one can easily solder 
electrical connections and efficiently manage/package wiring from the sensors. 
The CMB is a very simple PCB, containing only a few resistors, and is 
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straightforward to redesign and inexpensive to manufacture, if needed. The 
simplicity in the CMB leads to robustness in the system. For example, any 
accidental overflow and spillage from the vials (e.g. from clogged fluid lines or user 
error) should minimally impact the rest of the system, as critical components are 
located at the Motherboard rather than the sleeve itself. Ribbon cables provide a 
modular way to connect the integrated Smart Sleeves to the Motherboard (Fig. 2-
2). The CMB is designed to rest atop a 3D printed piece, which houses optical 
density and temperature components (see Chapter 4). The printed part can be 
fabricated with any commercial or DIY 3D printer, readily available at almost any 
university or hacker space, and customized to the requirements of the user. For 
example, if a user wanted to change the mode of optical density detection between 
scattering and absorption, they could redesign the 3D printed part housing the 
LED-diode pair such that it would have the correct offset angle for the desired 
mode of measurement. 
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Figure 2-2. Generalizable configuration of Smart Sleeves for continuous culture. Left: Smart 
Sleeves are designed to accommodate 40 mL autoclavable borosilicate glass vials. Efflux straw 
length determines culture volume. Center: Smart Sleeve integrated electronic components. 
LED/photodiode sensor pairs perform OD900 readings. Thermistors and heaters attached to a 
machined aluminum tube maintain PID temperature control. Magnet-attached computer fans rotate 
stir bars inside the vials. Components are wired to a PCB and mounted on an inexpensive 3D 
printed chassis. Individual sleeves cost ~$25 and can be assembled in ~10 minutes. Right: 
Specifications of Smart Sleeve parameters: optical density, temperature, and stirring. Device 
measurement precision varies with experimental conditions (e.g. cell type, room temperature) but 
can be adjusted to achieve necessary precision and range (e.g. tuning temperature PID constants, 
or filtering OD measurements). Reported values are typical for experiments described in Chapter 
6. Calibration may be performed as often as desired, though settings are largely invariant over 
thousands of hours of use. 
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2.3 Motherboard with Customizable Slots 
Forming the core of the hardware framework, the Motherboard is designed to 
be modular and enable individual control of an array of Smart Sleeves. In 
particular, PCBs can be designed to plug into the Motherboard for customization 
of how sensors are read or actuators are controlled. In the depicted setup, the 
Motherboard contains 7 customizable sensor/actuator slots (SA slots) that 
interface with the components of the CMB for each Smart Sleeve (Fig. 2-3). In this 
study, I used 5 of the 7 slots for control of three experimental parameters (stir, OD, 
temperature). The two additional slots can be used for custom sensors or actuators 
to expand capabilities with new parameters. Alternatively, one can retool any of 
the other 5 SA slots for their own experimental needs. In more detail, two wires 
from each of the sensors/actuators on the CMB, bundled in a ribbon cable, are 
electrically routed through the Motherboard to one of 7 different SA slots. A total 
of 224 wires (7 SA slots x 16 vials x 2 wires) is required to properly route all 
sensors/actuators to the correct SA slots. Each SA slot consists of an array of 70 
metal female pins. A PCB with the correct male pin layout would be able to plug 
into a slot, namely the customizable control boards (Figs. 2-3, 2-4). These are 
modular PCBs that can either read a sensor or power an actuator, permitting 
measurement of or control over parameters, respectively. In the configuration 
described in this study, I engineered two boards to occupy these slots, the ADC 
board and the PWM board, which are described in more detail below in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-3: Motherboard Architecture. (a) Electrical connections from Smart Sleeve to 
Motherboard: Sensors integrated into each sleeve interface with control elements on the 
Motherboard via a pluggable 14-pin ribbon cable (left). The connections from the cable are split 
and routed to the seven sensor/actuator slots (SA slots) to interface with the appropriate control 
circuit and microcontroller (right). (b) Hardware configuration used for experiments in this paper: 
SA slots 1 to 5 are populated with components to control stirring, temperature, and optical density. 
Two SA slots are left open for customization. (c) Photographs of Smart Sleeve and custom 
parameter boards. The Smart Sleeve disconnected from the Motherboard (left). A ribbon cable 
connects the Smart Sleeve to Motherboard (center). Printed circuit boards with the appropriate 
footprint can be plugged into SA slots for control/measurement of Smart Sleeve components (right).  
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 The 7 customizable SA slots are organized under 4 SAMD21 Arduino 
Mini microcontrollers. This layout permits control over 4 different experimental 
parameters. Experimental parameters are controllable characteristics of the 
culture, such as the temperature or stir rate. The control of one parameter often 
requires more than one sensor and/or actuator, and thus requires more than one 
SA slot (Figs. 2-3, 2-4. For example, to control the temperature (parameter) of the 
culture, one SA slot is used to measure temperature (sensor, interfaces with ADC 
board) and another is used to heat the culture (actuator, interfaces with PWM 
board). The boards at these two SA slots are controlled by a single microcontroller 
to efficiently coordinate SA activity (e.g. sequential tasks, fast feedback control).  
 Managing several experimental parameters simultaneously across several 
cultures is a non-trivial, data-intensive task. The use of multiple microcontrollers 
permitted us to divide the load by experimental parameter for functional 
parallelization. Our design is analogous to that of personal computers, where 
specialized functionalities are enabled by modular supplementary electronics (e.g. 
graphics cards) which interface on a single motherboard. This approach was 
crucial for managing the complexity inherent in defining multidimensional growth 
environments.  
 Importantly, this design also facilitates modifications to the system by 
segregating each function, analogous to reconfiguring or swapping out 
components in a desktop computer. When modifications are made (either to 
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microcontroller software or to the boards interfacing at the SA slot), adjustments 
are confined within a single experimental parameter and do not impact any other 
parameters of the system. 
 
Figure 2-4: Core Electronic Boards for the eVOLVER Framework. A Raspberry Pi, a small 
Linux board with RS485 shield plugged in for serial communication with Arduinos (upper left). 16-
channel Motherboard with 5 (of 7) SA slots filled. Auxiliary board used for control of 48 fluidic control 
elements (e.g. peristaltic pump, solenoid valves) (lower left). Arduino microcontroller (32-bit/48MHz 
ARM) pluggable into the Motherboard for control of SA slots (lower center). RS485 Board enabling 
serial communication between the Arduinos and Raspberry Pi (lower right).  
 
2.4  Experiment-Specific Sensor-Actuator Boards 
2.4.1 16-Channel Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Board 
One of the customizable control boards, the PWM board is designed to plug 
into the Motherboard and enable an Arduino to easily and quickly control many 
actuators (e.g. motors, LED, heaters) in parallel (Fig. 2-5). For example, 16 
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individual LEDs can be connected to the PWM board and each of the LEDs can 
be set to a different brightness and updated to a different value in fractions of a 
second. The board has two main functions: (1) amplifying the 3.3V signal from the 
Arduino to a higher output voltage (5V to 24V), depending on the voltage source, 
and (2) expanding the Arduino pulse width modulation (PWM) capabilities from 3 
to 16 channels. PWM is essential since it allows digital signals to have a more 
analog-like output. Analog-like outputs enable finer control of experimental 
parameters. For example, the temperature control of the system would be noisier 
if the input was toggling between the heaters fully on and off. With PWM, the user 
can instead use a simple PID controller to feedback from temperature 
measurements to optimize for a specific, highly controllable heat output. The PWM 
board can be daisy chained such that a single Arduino can in principle control 
hundreds of channels.  
2.4.2 16-Channel Analog Digital Converter (ADC) Board 
Another customizable control board, the ADC board is designed to plug into the 
Motherboard and measure the signal from dozens of sensors in the system (Fig. 
2-5). The sensors currently integrated in each sleeve are simple and can be 
measured with basic voltage divider circuits. The sensor and resistor are placed in 
series, and the voltage across a resistor changes when the measurement from the 
sensor changes. The board reads this voltage and has two main roles: (1) remove 
noise from the signal through a low pass filter and (2) multiplex the signal from all 
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16 channels to one analog input pin on the Arduino. When the signal arrives at the 
input pin, the Arduino changes the analog signal to a digital signal via its own 12-
bit ADC.   
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Electronic Boards for Specific Experimental Parameters in eVOLVER 
Framework. Customizable eVOLVER electronic boards: The 16-channel analog to digital 
converter board (ADC) is used to measure temperature or photodiode values simultaneously 
across all vials (left). The 16-channel pulse width modulation board (PWM) amplifies a 3.3V signal 
from the Arduino to the required voltage for control of motors, solenoids, or LEDs (center). These 
two types of PCBs are plugged into the Motherboard at SA slots to control sensors and actuators 
on the smart sleeve. Components of the smart sleeve are mounted on the CMB and then connected 
to the Motherboard (right). 
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Chapter 3: Distributed Network Architecture in eVOLVER 	
3.1 Introduction		
 Most laboratory equipment is controlled via local serial communication. 
Likewise, in eVOLVER, a RS485 serial communication protocol is used internally 
to send updated parameter values and receive current measurements to/from the 
Arduinos (Fig. 3-1). All serial communication occurs on the same channel. In 
typical lab equipment, the data is then transmitted to a local computer via USB, 
usually requiring the equipment and computer to be in the same physical location. 
This may work well for a single system, but physical limitations arise when trying 
to scale to high-throughput studies on multiple systems (e.g. 100’s of vials). 
Consequently, a solution was needed to scale the interface between many 
eVOLVER units and a computer/server monitoring the experiment. 
 
Figure 3-1: Serial Communication between Desktop, Raspberry Pi, and Arduinos. eVOLVER 
uses UDP communication to update the eVOLVER with target settings. This architecture enables 
flexible expansion of both experimental parameters and number of setups a single computer can 
run. 
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3.2 Communication and Parallelization via Raspberry Pi 
 To address this, eVOLVER is designed as a network-based tool, operating 
similar to how servers and computers communicate within the same network at a 
university or company. Each 16-vial eVOLVER unit contains one Raspberry Pi, a 
small Linux board, that helps relay information from the device back to the 
computer via an Ethernet port. Performing three main functions, the Raspberry Pi 
board: (1) enables the system to easily interface with modern internet protocols, 
(2) monitors and updates the Arduino microcontrollers with the desired 
configuration settings (e.g. temperature set points, fluid commands), and (3) 
gathers data from the Arduinos for user consumption (Fig. 3-1). This enables a 
single laboratory computer/server to run many eVOLVER units distributed across 
physically different locations (e.g. different rooms, floors), since the devices can 
be connected via router (Fig. 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2: Network architecture of eVOLVER platform. (a) Cloud framework enables live, 
remote visualization of experiments. A user programmable Python script controls an eVOLVER unit 
and streams collected data to the cloud. A single computer can handle many concurrently running 
Python scripts and thus many eVOLVER units. (b) Raspberry Pi enables eVOLVER to be controlled 
remotely and parallelized. The Raspberry Pi in each eVOLVER unit has an application program 
interface (API) by which the lab computer (or any computer on the network) can query and record 
the status of the experiment. Based on the Python script running, the lab computer can then send 
configuration changes or commands to the Raspberry Pi and change any experimental parameter 
on that eVOLVER unit. This is then carried out internally via RS485 serial communication between 
the Raspberry Pi and the Arduinos. 
 
3.3 Directing Customizable, Repeatable, and Shareable Experiments 
 Each time a user runs a unique eVOLVER experiment, a new custom Python 
control script is generated. This has two major implications for running continuous 
culture experiments. First, experiments are easily customizable by simply adapting 
the Python code to meet the needs of the experiment without changing any of the 
hardware components. This approach is used throughout this study, for everything 
from defining different experimental conditions (e.g. optical density windows, 
dynamic temperature profiles), to feedback between parameters (e.g. turbidostat 
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dilution calculations), to incorporating higher-level computations (e.g. growth-rate 
dependent event triggering). Second, experiments are easily replicated by simply 
copying the Python script from one experiment to a new file (Fig. 3-2). By using 
the exact same control algorithms, the conditions can be tightly matched between 
experiments. This approach is used throughout this study, particularly for validation 
experiments, in which a strain isolated from an evolution or genetic screening 
experiment is then tested in the same environmental conditions from which it was 
isolated. Furthermore, this permits sharing protocols between users who have the 
same hardware layouts. Not only is this advantageous for collaborations between 
labs and replication studies, but it also accelerates the rate at which new users can 
learn the device.  
 
3.4 Connecting Biological Laboratory Equipment to the Internet of Things 
 Typically, in the laboratory, experimental data is collected, analyzed, and stored 
in local files on a user's computer. Each user has their own preference or standard 
procedure to analyze and display the data, making sharing and curating 
information difficult. Consequently, though potentially valuable, raw data is 
infrequently shared. The eVOLVER framework offers a solution to this problem. 
Since eVOLVER uses modern communications protocols, the device can stream 
data directly to a database and utilize cloud tools (Fig. 3-2). This can facilitate how 
experiments are done in several ways: (1) real time monitoring of experiments from 
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anywhere with an internet connection, (2) standardization and curation of growth 
data between experiments, and (3) interfacing with cutting-edge cloud tools for 
analysis and segmentation of data. These aspects of the eVOLVER framework 
promote scalability even beyond high-throughput experiments, facilitating modern 
ways of ingesting and analyzing data.  
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Chapter 4: Individually Controllable Experimental Parameters 
4.1 Introduction 
Customizability was a key design consideration when developing the 
eVOLVER. In Chapter 3, I described the utility and ease of writing software to 
program feedback between experimental parameters for designing novel 
experiments. In this chapter, I describe how one can customize the hardware to 
modify/add parameters of interest. Additionally, I present the components and 
systems used for the measurement and control of three core experimental 
parameters in each Smart Sleeve: stirring, temperature, and optical density.  
 
Figure 4-1: Integration of a New Experimental Parameter. The eVOLVER hardware framework 
simplifies modification and customization of controlled parameters on the Smart Sleeve. Three 
steps are required to integrate a new sensor/actuator. 
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4.2 Modifying, Adding, and Removing Experimental Parameters 
A key feature of our hardware framework is that it enables adding, subtracting, 
and modifying components without changing the rest of the system (Fig. 4-1). For 
example, if the user wants to add an LED to each culture vessel for dynamic light 
induction during continuous culture, traditionally this would require redesigning and 
rebuilding the entire system. In contrast, using the eVOLVER framework, the user 
can add experimental parameters with minimal modifications to the current system. 
For example, to add light induction as an experimental parameter, the user could 
follow these steps: 
1. Modify the Smart Sleeve to incorporate the LED where desired on the 
device. This involves only redesign of the CMB, the 3D printed tube holder, 
and the aluminum sleeve. These components are simple to design and 
fabricate with minimal experience. Template designs are made available at 
fynchbio.com. 
2. Plug in PCB to corresponding SA slot. The LED must be properly 
connected to the ribbon cable via the CMB, making an electrical connection 
to one of the 7 SA slots. To control an LED, a PWM board (same as above) 
can be used to control the intensity. Alternatively, if the user has additional 
specific requirements, one could engineer their own custom control PCB to 
plug into this slot to control the LEDs. 
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3. Program the Arduino micro-controller to customize how serial 
commands translate to LED brightness. First, set up a unique address of 
the Arduino micro-controller such that the serial commands matching this 
address will be interpreted by the correct Arduino. Second, custom routines 
can be programmed to permit rapid computation, sequential actions, or 
internal feedback.  
Specifics for implementing additional commonly desired parameters and 
functionalities in eVOLVER are found in Appendix A 
 
4.3 Stirring 
 The eVOLVER platform features tunable and independent stir rate control 
across culture vials. Stirring in eVOLVER is actuated by 12V brushless DC motors 
with attached neodymium magnets. The fastened magnets spin a stir bar (20 mm 
x 3 mm, PTFE coated) within an autoclaved glass vial (28 mm x 95 mm, 
borosilicate). The stirring module utilizes a single SA slot on the Motherboard; in 
the particular configuration described in this study, I utilized SA slot 1 (Fig. 4-2). 
The two leads of the motor (12V & GND) are connected to a screw terminal on the 
component mount board, from which a ribbon cable connects the smart sleeve to 
the Motherboard. The PWM board (plugged into the SA slot) can control each 
motor independently to achieve different stir rates across eVOLVER vials. Briefly, 
the 16-channel PWM board amplifies a 3.3V signal from the Arduino 
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microcontroller to a 12V signal to actuate the motor. Arduino 1, which manages 
SA slot 1, was programmed to take in serial inputs from the Raspberry Pi and 
translate the serial values to different stir rates, determined by pulsing the motor 
ON and OFF at different ratios (Fig. 4-2). 
 
Figure 4-2. Individually controllable stirring utilizing DIY parts. (a) Photographs of eVOLVER 
stirring components. A 40 mm x 40 mm computer fan affixed with neodymium magnets actuates 
stirring in the eVOLVER smart sleeve (left). Two 1/8” acrylic sheets are used to space the magnets 
from the glass vial. The 3D printed part and CMB are fastened with screws (center, right). Electric 
leads are connected to the CMB with a screw terminal. (b) Schematic of system design for 
eVOLVER stirring module. The computer fan spins a stir bar (20 mm x 3 mm, PTFE coated) within 
a glass vial (28mm x 95 mm, borosilicate) (left). The Arduino interprets the serial command from 
the Raspberry Pi, amplifies the signal with the PWM board, and applies a 12V signal to the motor 
(right). The stir rate is determined by the ratio of pulsing the fan ON and OFF. (c) Stir rates can be 
roughly calibrated by using a smartphone camera recording at ≥240 frames per second. Calibration 
curve shown is for a single Smart Sleeve. Stir rate was calculated multiple times in a five second 
window, with error bars depiction standard deviation of these measurements. Rotations per minute 
varies with different types of stir bars and volume of liquid in the vessel due to drag. Stir rates 
remain stable after 3 weeks of continuous use. 
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4.4 Temperature 
 In contrast to current approaches in which all culture vessels are housed in a 
single incubator17, I developed a module for individually controlling the temperature 
of each Smart Sleeve in the eVOLVER. This not only allows the cultures to be 
maintained at distinct temperatures, but also reduces thermal mass, permitting 
dynamic temperature profiles. For the configuration described in this study, the 
temperature module utilizes SA slots 2 and 3 on the Motherboard (Fig. 4-3).  
 Typically, there are three main components to temperature control: (1) a 
thermometer, (2) a heater, and (3) a feedback controller. In our setup, the 
thermometer and the heater are integrated in the Smart Sleeve while the feedback 
controller is located on the Motherboard. Specifically, the temperature is measured 
by a 500 µm thick temperature-sensitive resistor, or thermistor (Semitec, 103JT-
025). The sensor is integrated into the sleeve between the 3D printed part and the 
aluminum tube, and the thermistor is soldered onto the component mount board 
(CMB) after assembly. The aluminum tube enables even heat 
distribution/dissipation and shields the culture from ambient light (important for 
other measurements/parameters). Two heating resistors (20 Ohm 15 W, thick film) 
are screwed onto the aluminum tube for better contact and connected to the CMB 
via soldering. In our setup, the four leads, 2 from heating resistors and 2 from 
thermistor, are connected via a ribbon cable to the Motherboard and routed to SA 
slots 2 and 3, respectively. In slot 2, a 16-channel PWM board amplifies a 3.3V 
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signal from the Arduino microcontroller to a 12V signal to actuate the heating 
resistors. Slot 3 contains a 16-channel ADC board, which reads the voltage 
difference across a 10 kilo Ohm resistor, and is responsible for analog filtering and 
demultiplexing the signal from the thermistor. These slots are connected to and 
are programmatically controlled by Arduino. Briefly, the Arduino code interprets 
serial inputs from the Raspberry Pi, updates the set point on the PID controller, 
and responds with the current measured temperature. Temperature settings can 
be updated as frequently as every 30 seconds. To determine how much to turn the 
resistive heaters on, the Arduino is programmed with a simple PID control 
algorithm. The PID controller can be easily tuned via software to obtain the desired 
overshoot and time delays. The Arduino then controls a PWM board (on SA slot 3) 
to interface with the resistive heaters and get the desired heat output.  
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Figure 4-3. Individually controllable temperature achieved by feedback between 
thermometer and heaters integrated in the Smart Sleeve. (a) Photographs of eVOLVER 
temperature components. A temperature-sensitive resistor, or thermistor, with a compact form 
factor, 25 mm x 3.6 mm (left). Sensor integrated into Smart Sleeve in between the 3D printed part 
and spray painted aluminum tube (center). Two heaters are screwed onto the aluminum piece and 
all components are soldered onto the CMB (right). (b) Schematic of system design for eVOLVER 
temperature module. The resistive heaters and thermistor are integrated into the Smart Sleeve and 
interface with PWM and ADC boards at SA slots 2 and 3, respectively. Arduino 2 manages both 
boards and interprets the desired temperature settings and responds with the current temperature 
(right). The temperature is maintained with a PID controller programmed into the Arduino. The 
controller interprets the input from the ADC board in slot 3 to determine the output of the PWM 
board in slot 2.  
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Figure 4-4. Temperature control characteristics in eVOLVER Smart Sleeves. (a) Temperature 
calibration curves. Top: A thermocouple was used to measure the temperature at different 
thermistor readings. The points were fit with a line and all temperature measurements in the 
experiment were calculated based on the fitted line. Bottom: Recalibration, after a year of use, 
demonstrates stable and robust temperature control in Smart Sleeves. (b) Temperature offset 
between aluminum sleeve and liquid. To measure the temperature offset during dynamic 
temperature changes, the integrated thermistor (upper left) and a thermocouple (lower left) 
simultaneously recorded temperature at two different locations during a square wave (right). (c) 
Impact of temperature changes on optical density readings. Optical density calibration curves for 
yeast cultures were generated at three different temperatures, and verified separately by OD600 
spectrophotometer readings (left). To characterize temperature-induced OD offset without cells, 
evaporated milk was used to generate another set of calibration curves at different temperatures 
(right).  
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 Calibration of the temperature measurement in the sleeve was performed by 
comparing the temperature of water measured in the vial using a thermocouple to 
the values returned by the thermistor (Fig. 4-4). The dynamics of heating were 
determined by tracking temperature during a programmed step function, again 
comparing thermocouple and thermistor readings; the thermistor measures the 
temperature of the sleeve, while the thermocouple measured the actual water 
temperature. At room temperature (23°C for this experiment), a single culture (20 
mL) can reach a temperature of 42°C in roughly half an hour with the current 
hardware setup (Fig. 4-4). During an experiment, the transient offset between the 
recorded temperature and actual temperature may vary due to ambient 
temperature and volume of liquid. At steady state, the temperature can be 
maintained to +/- 0.1°C, with properly tuned PID constants. Max temperature and 
rate of temperature ramp can be changed with different power sources (e.g. 24V 
power source could reach temperatures >55°C).  
 It should also be noted that at different temperatures, the optical density 
readings are affected accordingly. This effect was measured in both yeast cultures 
and evaporated milk (Fig. 4-4).  
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4.5 Optical Density  
 Based on previous work17, optical density measurements in a bioreactor can 
be measured with a simple 900 nm infrared (IR) LED and photodiode pair. There 
are two practical benefits of using 900 nm scattered light instead of the classic 
OD600. First, at 900 nm, turbidity/optical density measurements are less dependent 
on the absorbance spectrum of the media, meaning calibration is required less 
frequently before each experiment. Second, wavelengths in the visible range are 
preserved for light induction and colorimetric assays. To maximize scattering, the 
LED-diode pair is offset at a 135° angle. The 3D printed part is designed to house 
the LED-diode pair slightly above the height of the stir bar, at the correct angular 
offset. The part can be easily customized and printed to the users required 
specifications with any 3D printer.  
 In the eVOLVER configuration used in this study, the IR LED and photodiode 
pair (4 leads) are each connected to the CMB via screw terminals in SA slots 4 
and 5, respectively (Fig 4-5). In SA slot 4, a 16-channel PWM board amplifies a 
3.3V signal from the Arduino microcontroller to a 5V signal to power the IR LED. A 
resistor is placed on the CMB to limit current and prevent the LED from burning 
out. SA slot 5 contains the 16-channel ADC board, responsible for analog filtering 
and demultiplexing the signal from the photodiodes. The ADC board reads the 
sensor by measuring the voltage difference across a 1M Ohm resistor, located on 
the Motherboard. Both slots are managed by Arduino 3 in the system developed 
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in this manuscript. Briefly, the Arduino code interprets serial inputs from the 
Raspberry Pi, flashes ON the IR LEDs to measure turbidity, and responds with the 
current measurements. In the present system, optical density can be measured 
every 30 seconds, limited by the time taken for the Arduino to average diode 
readings (to minimize noise). 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5. IR LED-photodiode pair integrated in each Smart Sleeve enables individual 
monitoring of optical density. (a) CAD drawing and photographs of a 3D printed part for housing 
optical parts. Designed on CAD software, printed parts housing the IR LED and photodiode are 
customized for 135° offset to maximize scattered light (left). Completed part printed from CAD file 
(center). CMB assembled with mounted LED and photodiode via screw terminals (right). (b) 
Schematic of system design for eVOLVER optical density module. The IR LED (SA slot 4) and 
photodiode (SA slot 5) are integrated into the Smart Sleeve (left). A resistor is placed on the Smart 
Sleeve to limit current through the LED. A turbidity measurement is triggered by a serial command 
from the Raspberry Pi, and consequently, the Arduino responds with the current optical density 
measurements (right). The Arduino coordinates the timing when the LED flashes ON and the 
photodiode starts collecting measurements.   
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 For convenience, density readings from the 900 nm LED-diode pair were 
calibrated to OD600 measurements from a spectrophotometer, and the calibration 
curve fit with a sigmoidal function (Fig. 4-6). Spectrophotometer readings were 
performed on a Spectramax M5 using 300 uL of media in a 96-well flat bottom 
plate; users may substitute density calibration data from measurements used in 
their labs. The optical density measurements in all experiments are calculated 
based on the calibration curve fit for each Smart Sleeve (Fig. 4-6). For our 
experiments, calibration was performed using a dilution series of yeast cells 
suspended in distilled water, but in theory any cell type and/or solution of interest 
(such as evaporated milk) could be used. A custom MATLAB script was developed 
to facilitate the density calibration process, particularly important for bringing new 
eVOLVER units on line. Following calibration, the system was used to compare 
growth of S. cerevisiae (FL100) cells in eVOLVER vials to that in 250 mL flasks 
with 50 mL of media shaken at 300 rpm (Fig. 4-6). Finally, to quantify the variance 
in growth across eVOLVER vials, 96 cultures across six 16-vial eVOLVER units 
were grown in parallel and aligned (Fig. 4-6). These results demonstrate that 
eVOLVER cultures are repeatable and exhibit comparable growth rates to cultures 
in shaken flasks.   
 As previously mentioned, varying temperature induces a shift in the optical 
density readings (Fig. 4-4). In measurements performed on yeast cells, we 
observed the largest shift near the center of the optical density calibration curve, 
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while at low or high OD, the shift due to temperature was minimized. This 
information was used to select a density range for experiments in which 
temperature was controlled dynamically (Chapter 6). As cells may shift in size in 
response to heating, I also quantified temperature-induced offset in optical density 
readings using evaporated milk. 
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Figure 4-6. Optical density calibration and growth characterization. (a) Optical density 
calibration curves. Optical density is measured by a 900 nm LED-diode pair and calibrated to an 
OD600 measurement performed on a Spectramax M5 using 300 uL of media in a 96-well flat bottom 
plate. The calibration curve is fitted with a sigmoidal function. All optical density measurements in 
the experiments are calculated based on the fitted calibration curve for each Smart Sleeve. 
Sensitivity of OD measurements can be tuned by swapping the photodiode resistor. Top: A larger 
photodiode resistance at a lower LED intensity (2125 a.u.) gives a larger dynamic range, robust 
after 4 months of use. Bottom: A smaller photodiode resistor at a higher LED power gives a smaller 
dynamic range, but with more precision. This setting is also robust over time (1 year of use). Both 
traces are representative of a typical Smart Sleeve. (b) Comparison of cell growth in flask vs Smart 
Sleeve. Comparison of yeast cells grown in flasks in a shaking incubator with cells grown in SDC 
in 18 different Smart Sleeves across 6 different eVOLVER systems (left). (c) Comparison of cell 
growth across Smart Sleeves. I characterized variability of yeast growth across 96 Smart Sleeves 
(6 different eVOLVER platforms). Traces were aligned at 0.2 OD before plotting in order to 
normalize for different lag phases. 
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Chapter 5: Interchangeable Fluidics Modules for Liquid Handling 
In this chapter, I describe the implementation of an additional board, 
separate from the main Motherboard, that I developed for fluidic control of each 
culture vessel. This design enables individual control over the liquid handling, just 
as Smart Sleeves enable individual control over other culture parameters. 
However, consolidating these components into a dedicated board facilitates 
changing between different modes of liquid handling. 
5.1 Auxiliary Board 
 Automated cell culture relies on programmable input/output of culture media. 
Fast and accurate, peristaltic pumps are typically used for this application17,22. For 
a single media input, a culture vessel requires two peristaltic pumps, one for influx 
and one for efflux. The influx line routes the media from the source into the culture, 
and the efflux line takes out waste media to maintain a fixed volume. Timing and 
coordination of these pumps is important for any automated cell culture application. 
A single input/single output system is the most basic type of fluidic control, and yet 
applying this scheme to a large number of independently-controlled culture vessels 
can prove challenging. To address this, and in anticipation of wanting to access 
even more complex fluidic functions, I developed a dedicated Auxiliary Board, 
separate from the Motherboard. The auxiliary board can simultaneously and 
independently control up to 48 fluidic control elements and supports much-needed 
abstraction of fluidic routines. The auxiliary board facilitates simple input/output 
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functions at scale and accommodates more sophisticated fluidic solutions.  
 The auxiliary board is designed to receive serial inputs from the Raspberry Pi, 
translate abstract commands into simple sequential tasks, and simultaneously 
control up to 48 fluidic elements (Fig. 5-1). The board contains many of the same 
components from the Motherboard (e.g. RS485, Arduinos, PWM) and serially 
communicates in the same manner. A typical 16-vial single media experiment, 
requiring the use of 32 control elements, consisting of two pumps per vial: one for 
influx and one for efflux. 
 In this study, I applied this common hardware architecture (Fig. 5-1a) to enable 
two modes of fluidic control in eVOLVER: (1) a “basic fluidic scheme”, wherein 
pairs of peristaltic pumps control the influx and efflux of media in each vial (Fig. 5-
1b); (2) a “complex fluidic scheme”, wherein customizable integrated millifluidic 
devices with pneumatic valves are used to route fluid in a programmable manner 
to execute complex fluidic tasks (Fig. 5-1c).  
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Figure 5-1. Modular fluidic control system for the eVOLVER platform. (a) Hardware for fluidic 
control. The Auxiliary Board enables one Arduino to independently and simultaneously control 48 
fluidic elements (e.g. pumps and valves) via three PWM boards. (b) Schematic of system design 
for basic fluidic control. Serial commands from the Raspberry Pi are sent to the Motherboard and 
Auxiliary board on the same RS485 communication line. The Auxiliary board interprets the 
appropriate serial commands and actuates specific pumps for fluids to be metered in and out of a 
target smart sleeve. (c) Interchangeable fluidic systems in the eVOLVER platform. Using the same 
serial communication and electronic hardware, the peristaltic pump array can be interchanged with 
other fluidic control elements, in this case, banks of solenoid valves used to control fluid routing in 
integrated millifluidic devices.  
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5.2 Basic Peristaltic Pump Fluidic Module 
 In the basic eVOLVER setup featured in Chapter 6.2 to 6.3, I constructed arrays 
of 12V peristaltic dosing pumps (Adafruit, Product ID: 1150), which are easily 
implemented and are a good compromise between speed, accuracy, and cost.  
With peristaltic pumps and the eVOLVER hardware framework, fluid flow rates can 
be controlled in two ways. First, controlling the duration of pump events permits 
metering out defined volumes according to calibration curves (Fig. 5-2, 5-3). 
Second, flow rate can be controlled using the PWM board to apply different current 
profiles in order to run the peristaltic pumps at different power levels. This is 
particularly useful when seeking lower flow rates, as minimum pump duration (~0.5 
seconds) is constrained by the rate of communication between boards, so reducing 
power level can increase precision at small dose sizes. 
 
 
Figure 5-2. Basic Fluidic Control in eVOLVER. "Basic" fluidic handling in eVOLVER utilizes 
pumps with fixed flow rates of ~1 mL/sec and can be actuated with a precision of ~100 ms. 
 
 A small degree of scalability is possible with the basic fluidic scheme of using 
the auxiliary board to control individual peristaltic pumps for each fluidic line. For 
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example, running 16 vials in a typical two-input experiment (such as morbidostat-
like experiments23–25) would utilize all 48 channels of the auxiliary board, with three 
pumps per vial: two for influx and one for efflux. To permit further scaling of fluidic 
tasks without significantly increasing the number of pumps necessary, I developed 
a different paradigm of millifluidic handling for automated cell culture (complex 
fluidic scheme), which utilizes fabricated pneumatically-valved integrated devices. 
 
Figure 5-3. Arrayed peristaltic pumps for eVOLVER basic fluidic control. (a) Photograph and 
calibration curve of a 16-unit peristaltic pump array. Each pump is wired (12V & GND) to the 
corresponding slot on the two 16-pin breakout boards. A ribbon cable connects the pump array to 
the Auxiliary board. For a single input turbidostat unit, two such arrays are used, one for influx and 
one for efflux. A linear calibration curve was created for each pump, taken from three technical 
replicates at four different pump durations. (b) Flow rate measurements before and after an 
experiment demonstrates robustness of peristaltic pumps. During the experiment, each pump had 
a cumulative ON time of over 3,000 seconds (~3L of media). 
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5.3 Multiplexing Millifluidic Devices for Complex Fluidic Tasks 
 A key development in microfluidics was the design and fabrication of devices 
containing integrated (pneumatic) valves that could allow for complex fluidic 
manipulations with minimal number of control elements24,26. Here, I describe (1) 
why adapting this technology for the macro scale is valuable for automated cell 
culture, (2) challenges faced when scaling to larger flow rates, and (3) a new 
framework for fabrication and bonding of millifluidic devices featuring integrated 
pneumatic valves. These devices offer a scalable solution to challenges faced by 
traditional fluidics. 
 
5.4 Enabling Complex Fluidic Functionalities 
 The ability to program complex fluidic tasks could enable entirely new 
manipulations in automated cell culture applications (see Chapter 6.4). For 
example, when growing undomesticated microbes, biofilm may form in the efflux 
fluidic lines and vials in as little as in 12 hours. The ability to programmatically 
bypass the vial in order to clean the fluidic lines with a bleach solution, and passage 
the culture from one vial to the next as a preventative measure, would be critical 
for long-term continuous growth of these microbes. However, complex fluidic tasks 
like vial-to-vial transfer, cleaning protocols, and mixed media inputs are extremely 
difficult with traditional fluidic systems used by current devices.  
 In electronics, custom circuits can be readily created by breadboarding; 
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however, this approach scales poorly to larger, more complex circuits because it 
relies on tedious manual assembly and leads to limited durability. Similarly, fluidic 
systems consisting of flexible tubing connecting separate control elements, like 
pumps and valves, can solve simple fluidic tasks. However, the number of 
necessary fluidic connections scales with the complexity of the desired task. For 
example, even with an optimal valving scheme, the ability to perform automated 
large- volume transfers between any two culture vials in a 16-vial eVOLVER unit 
would require almost 300 fluidic connections and over 20 control elements. As in 
breadboarding, each connection would need to be routed individually by fluidic 
tubing and often by hand, a tedious task. Additionally, the tubing is usually fairly 
long, and each connection introduces dead volume, making the system less robust 
and impractical. Instead, by creating integrated (pneumatically-valved) 
schematics, I sought to make a millifluidic equivalent of a printed circuit board; the 
complex fluidic connections are now integrated in a small device that is computer 
designed, manufacturable, and much easier to reproduce. With the flexibility of 
CAD, one would be able to customize a fluidic device to fit their particular 
experimental needs.  
  
5.5 Fluidic Scaling Problem 
 The cost of control elements and assembly time of bioreactor units can prove 
to be a significant burden as one scales fluidic inputs and outputs for high-
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throughput operations. As previously described, most designs rely on a pinch valve 
or a peristaltic pump to separately control each of the media sources and another 
to control waste. For example, a single vial turbidostat unit with 4 different media 
inputs would require 5 pumps. A hypothetical 48-vial unit with the same capabilities 
would therefore require 240 pumps, at a cost of $7,000 to $10,000. The key 
problem is that the number of control elements increases linearly with the number 
of vials. Our pneumatically-valved devices can leverage concepts developed in 
microfluidics in order to scale throughput by multiplexing and demultiplexing inputs 
and outputs23,27 (Fig. 5-4, 5-5). In this scheme, the number of controllable vials 
scales exponentially to the number of control elements, needing only 30 elements 
to route up to 16 different fluidic inputs to 48 vials. I project the costs of this new 
hypothetical 48 vial fluidic schematic to be $1,000 to $2,000, roughly a 90% 
decrease in cost in comparison to current systems. 
 
Figure 5-4. Millifluidic multiplexing devices enable novel, customized liquid routing. Devices 
are fabricated by bonding a silicone membrane between two plastic layers with laser-etched flow 
channels. Integrated pneumatic valves actuate on the membrane to direct fluidic routing from media 
input to output ports (to or from vials). 
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5.6 Desired Characteristics and Properties of Integrated Millifluidic Devices 
 Though inspired by microfluidic technologies, integrated millifluidic devices for 
continuous culture have drastically different design requirements. The following is 
a list of critical requirements for this technology in the context of continuous culture: 
• Devices need to be on the decimeter scale. Indicated in the 
nomenclature, microfluidic devices operate on the nano to micro liter per 
second flow rate. In contrast, continuous culture in eVOLVER requires flow 
rates of roughly ~1 mL per second, a 1000-fold increase. As such, in order 
to increase flow rate with an appropriate safety factor, the flow channels and 
device needs to be at least 10-fold larger than typical microfluidic devices. 
• New prototyping framework is necessary for larger devices. Traditional 
microfluidic prototyping techniques rely on standards from the 
microelectronics industry, namely patterning photoresist on silicon 
wafers5,14. Typically, 100 mm (4 inch) circular wafers are the largest size the 
machinery can pattern designs on, which is still too small for complex 
millifluidic devices. New fabrication framework is necessary to prototype 
devices for continuous culture. 
• Design cycle must be fast and repeatable. The success of microfluidics 
in the laboratory is, in large part, attributed to rapid and reliable design 
cycles enabling iteration and testing of prototypes. New design frameworks 
for millifluidic devices must be equally rapid and reliable. 
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• Device must be transparent. Fluidic systems designed for long-term 
continuous culture of microbes will be prone to biofilm formation. The ability 
to monitor flow through the device is critical for debugging experimental 
issues.  
• Device needs to interface with pumps, filters, and tubing. Fluidics for 
laboratory continuous culture typically interface with syringe pumps, 
pressurized fluids, sterile filters and peristaltic pumps. A robust way to 
interface dozens of connections between the device and other fluidic 
elements (e.g. vials, filters) is critical and nontrivial. 
• Device must be resistant to 10% bleach and 70% ethanol. Sterilization 
of the device is necessary prior to any experimentation. Fluidic materials 
and fabrication must be resilient to these chemicals for weeks of continuous 
usage. 
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Figure 5-5. Millifluidic devices featuring integrated pneumatic valves. (a) Characteristics 
of macro pneumatic valves. A silicone rubber layer is sandwiched between two PETG plastic 
layers to form disposable, pneumatically-valved millifluidic devices (left). Valve layouts and 
fluidic paths can be designed with any vector-based CAD software, patterned with a laser 
cutter, and bonded with adhesive (upper right). The entire process, from CAD to completed 
device, can be done in 3 hours. Pneumatic valves and devices can be daisy chained together 
for improved scalability (lower right).  (b) Integrated millifluidic devices as fluidic modules. 
Completed devices are transparent, disposable, and patterned with a laser cutter (left). Fluidic 
routing and valving can be customized to form specialized fluidic modules (center). These 
modules can be connected in various ways to enable complex fluidic functions (right). (c) 
Photograph of 16-channel multiplexer device, with fluidic lines (clear) and pneumatic lines 
(blue). Thread-to-barbed plastic connectors can be fastened onto the millifluidic device to 
interface with standard fluidic components.  
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5.7 Fabricating Integrated Millifluidic Devices for Automated Cell Culture 
 Fabrication techniques used for microfluidics (e.g. photolithography, surface 
treatments) do not simply translate to larger dimensions. To scale devices to the 
millifluidic scale, an entirely new fabrication method is required. First, reagents for 
photolithography are optimized for channel heights of 1 to 300 microns. To reach 
the desired channel height of ~1 mm would involve tediously stacking photoresist 
layers together, which requires precise alignment of photomasks. Second, the 
chemical glues, like silanes, that are typically used to functionalize plastic and 
silicone rubber sheets for bonding are difficult to apply uniformly across a large 
area (e.g. 10 cm x 20 cm). Any small pocket where bonding was incomplete 
compromises the integrity of the entire device. Finally, the ability to prevent 
bonding in specific areas of the device (i.e. the pneumatic valves) is also critical, 
yet difficult with current techniques. Since there can be hundreds of integrated 
valves that must be protected from bonding, the ability to denote where the 
bonding occurs via a CAD drawing, instead of by hand, is critical to robust 
fabrication of the device.  
 To fulfill the design criteria previously listed, I developed a simple, robust 
prototyping method for fabrication and selective bonding of devices for fluidic 
control on the eVOLVER platform (Fig. 5-4, 5-5). I used a 40W CO2 laser cutter 
(Epilog Mini 24) to pattern clear PETG material. Laser cutters are easy to 
use, readily available at most universities, and can easily raster a pattern from a 
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CAD drawing. PETG is commonly found in plastic water bottles and is chemically 
resistant to ethanol and bleach. The device is divided into two layers, the control 
layer (1/4” PETG) and the flow layer (1/8” PETG), which sandwich a silicone 
membrane (0.01”, Rogers Corporation, BISCO HT-6240) between them when 
assembled.  
 For proper pneumatic valving in the devices, an airtight seal must be formed 
between all layers. To bond the layers together, an optically clear laminating 
adhesive sheet was used (3M, 8146-3). The adhesive comes as a sheet 
sandwiched between polyester backings to maintain integrity of the adhesive. First, 
the PETG layers are plasma treated for 1 min with atmospheric gasses at MAX 
setting (Harrick Plasma, 30W Expanded Plasma Cleaner) to promote adhesion 
between the adhesive and plastic. Adhesive (with one side of the backing 
removed) is quickly placed onto the activated surface and any bubbles are quickly 
rolled out. The PETG sheets with adhesive are then patterned with a laser cutter. 
To get a deeper cut without melting the plastic, the same design was cut three 
times (20% Speed, 100% Power). For selective bonding of the device, low laser 
power is used to raster off the adhesive but not cut into the plastic (70% Speed, 
50% Power). Bonding of the PETG layers to the silicone rubber is accomplished 
by plasma treating the silicone rubber sheet and subsequently applying the sheet 
onto the adhesive. Clamping the two layers between two 1/2” metal plates 
immediately after plasma treatment helps in bonding the two surfaces. 
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 To interface with the device, barbed-to-thread polypropylene connectors (Value 
Plastics, X220-6005) were fastened into 10-32 threaded holes on the thicker 
control layer. 3 mm vias were punched into the silicone membrane to connect the 
flow layer to the barbed connectors on the control layer. The entire fabrication 
process, from a CAD drawing to a completed device, can be done in 3 hours. 
 Our pneumatically-valved millifluidic devices enable customizable, 
programmable routing of liquid at volumetric flow rates of ~ 1 mL/sec. The valves 
pinch off fluid flow on the flow layer when 10 psi is applied to the control layer and 
enable flow when vacuum is applied (Fig. 5-4, 5-5). Improvement of device 
bonding will enable application of pressures above 10 psi, necessary with higher 
flow rates.  
 
5.8 Catalog of Millifluidic Devices 
8-Channel Vial Router Device (Used in all fluidic demos) 
 I developed a pneumatic valving schematic that routes fluid to and from eight 
different vials, termed the 8-channel vial router device. The 8-channel vial router 
consists of a demultiplexer, which splits a source into 8 channels, influx and efflux 
ports that are connected to the vials via tubing, a bridge that permits bypassing the 
vial, and a multiplexer that combines all 8 channels back into one. These segments 
are consolidated into a common device to minimize necessary fluidic connections 
between devices. Two 8-channel vial routers are needed to interface with all 16 
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eVOLVER vials and can be daisy chained together to minimize control elements. 
 As depicted in Figure 5-6, three paths are available per vial on this device: 
media in via influx, media out via efflux, and bypass via bridge. The last function is 
used for washing and rinsing the integrated device without affecting the vial or 
tubing connecting it to the device. Any routine that interacts with a vial is 
implemented in part by actuating valving in the vial router device to open the path 
corresponding to the vial of interest. Each segment of the device can be operated 
independently. For example, more complex fluidic functions, like vial-to-vial 
transfer, is enabled by routing the efflux of one vial back to the influx of another 
vial (see Vial-to-Vial Transfer Device). The vial router device is used in all fluidic 
demonstrations in Chapter 6.4. 
 
8-Channel Media Selector Device  
 The next integrated device, the 8-channel media selector, was developed in 
order to permit media mixing via sequential actuations of a syringe pump. As 
depicted in Figure 5-6, the media selector consists of three main components: an 
8-channel input multiplexer, a syringe pump port, and valves to select between two 
8-channel vial router devices. In more detail, the integrated multiplexer chooses 
between 8 possible fluid inputs (air and 7 media types) to be fed into the vial router 
devices. Since the two vial router devices are daisy chained (share the same 
solenoid control lines), the additional valves described are added to differentiate 
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between the two possible routes. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6. Schematics of devices used in the present work. (a) Vial router devices. These 
device consists of a valves and paths to form a demultiplexer/multiplexer pair in order to route fluid 
to and from 8 vial; two such devices were used in each 16-vial experiment. (b) 8 channel media 
selector. This device consists of an 8-input multiplexer to select a media input and route it to one 
of two vial router devices. Sequential syringe pump events permit mixing of media, used to mix a 
glucose media with a galactose media in this experiment (see Fig. 5a).  (c) Vial-to-vial transfer 
device. The device used in the biofilm and mating experiments has an expanded media selector 
with more inputs (including bleach, ethanol, and water for flushing) and alternative paths to route 
cells from the efflux lines of one vial into the influx lines of another (via the two vial router devices, 
as before). 
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 In a ratio sugar sensing demonstration (Chapter 6.4.1), this device was used 
to execute dilution events requiring mixing media sources. For the influx portion of 
a dilution event, one or more medias are sequentially drawn into the syringe by 
opening different paths in the input multiplexer, then dispensed into a vial through 
the demultiplexer of one of the vial router devices. For the efflux portion, a path 
through the multiplexer of the vial router device is opened, then a peristaltic pump 
pulls efflux media out through the main waste line. Finally, to rinse the device, the 
wash fluid (sugar-free SC media, in this example) is used to flush the syringe and 
main paths of the media selector, as well as the channel used in the vial router 
device. For this combination of devices, 25 control elements are required: 15 
valves to control the vial router devices, 8 for the media selector, 1 actuator for the 
syringe pump, and one for the peristaltic pump in the main waste line. This 
amounts to only half of the 48 channels available on the auxiliary board. 
 
Vial-to-Vial Transfer Device  
 The final integrated device developed in this study, the vial-to-vial transfer 
device permits media transfer of culture from any one eVOLVER vial to any other. 
In order to maintain sterility within the device, expanded cleaning options were 
needed as well. As depicted in Chapter 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, the vial-to-vial transfer 
device consists of five main components: a 16-channel input multiplexer, the efflux-
to-influx bridge (enables vial-to-vial), a syringe pump port, a waste port, and valves 
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to select between 8-channel vial router devices (similarly described in the media 
selector device section). Additionally, several additional valves were placed in 
critical locations throughout the device to ensure no contamination due to 
backflow. On this device, one can choose between 16 fluidic inputs (12 media 
inputs, 3 for sterilization, and 1 air). Note that with the exception of the efflux-to-
influx bridge, this device is essentially an expanded version of the multiplexed 
media selector described above, and can carry out all the functions that were 
possible in the smaller device. Also note the exponential scaling of inputs, to go 
from 8 input channels to 16 input channels only requires two additional control 
elements (going from 6 to 8). 
 In the automated passaging biofilm prevention (Chapter 6.4.2) and parallel 
evolution and mating (Chapter 6.4.3) demonstrations, this device was used to 
execute vial-to-vial transfer events. For the source vial, first media is drawn into 
syringe through the multiplexer, then dispensed into the source vial through the 
demultiplexer of one of the vial router devices, then culture is pulled through the 
efflux line into the syringe. For the target vial, the culture sample is dispensed 
through the demultiplexer of a vial router device. Finally, the device is thoroughly 
sterilized by washing the syringe, the vial router devices, and the entire vial-to-vial 
transfer device first with 10% bleach, followed by ethanol, then rinsed with sterile 
water. For this combination of devices, 38 control elements are required: 15 valve 
actuators to control the vial router devices, 21 for the vial-to-vial transfer device, 1 
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actuator for the syringe pump, and 1 actuator for the main waste pump. This 
amounts to just over 3/4 of the 48 channels available on the auxiliary board, 
indicating that even more complex fluidic functions are accessible. 
 
5.9 Abstract Commands to Automate Complex Fluidic Routines 
 As evidenced by the complex descriptions of the fluidic routines above, there 
is a need for abstraction when sending commands to the integrated fluidic devices. 
Enumerating specific control elements seems feasible when dealing with a simple 
peristaltic array. However, this is extremely tedious when dealing with the valving 
schemes of integrated devices.  Additionally, as numerous sequential events are 
often needed to carry out fluidic tasks in the integrated devices (e.g.: open valves, 
then pull syringe, then change valves, then dispense syringe), robust transition 
between sub-tasks is needed. A missed step could lead to mis-priming the syringe 
pump or incorrectly routing fluid into the wrong location. Both of these concerns 
are addressed with abstract fluidic routines encoded as scripts and functions on 
the Arduino microcontroller (Figure 5-7). This means that an abstract serial 
command, “dilute vial 3 with media input B”, can be issued by the user in the 
Python script but translated by the Arduino into a series of actuation events, which 
are rapidly carried out without the need for multiple rounds of communication 
between the computer and the Raspberry Pi (often the rate limiting step for other 
functions).  
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5.10 Coordinating New Fluidic Experimental Parameters 
 Fluidic tasks in eVOLVER are enabled by the sequential actuation of valves in 
a specific fluidic network encoded in the integrated millifluidic device. I demonstrate 
these fluidic manipulations in a series of experiments (Chapter 6.4). Each 
experiment utilizes different devices as required to meet the experimental needs. 
The architectures for most functions are modular (e.g. multiplexer, vial-to-vial 
router) and can be combined in order to achieve more complex functionalities (Fig. 
5-5). For example, simple single media input turbidostat function utilizes 
multiplexer and demultiplexer modules. The demultiplexer routes the media source 
to the correct vial and the multiplexer routes the efflux from vial to waste. The same 
multiplexer and demultiplexer modules are reused in all Chapter 6.4 applications, 
but different multiplexed media selectors and vial-to-vial routers are included as 
needed in different experiments.  
 Software routines to control the control elements (valves and pumps) are also 
divided into commonly repeated functions, usually in a similar manner to how 
fluidic modules were divided. The code for each fluidic function is preloaded into 
the Arduino to coordinate tasks between each fluidic module. For example, a 
simple dilution event would first actuate valves in the media multiplexer to select 
media, then actuate a syringe pump for metering the desired volume, followed by 
valves in the vial demultiplexer and multiplexer to route media into the vial and 
remove efflux. By loading the routine for abstract functions (e.g. dilute, clean, vial-
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to-vial transfer) into the Arduino, robust communication can be ensured, with rapid 
transition between sub-tasks and no skipped steps (which could cause incorrect 
media routing, mis-priming of the syringe pump, or leaks and other device failures. 
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Figure 5-7. Control structure for millifluidic devices enables unique fluidic programs for 
each experiment. (a) Control structure for custom millifluidic devices. Fluidic sub-routines are pre-
loaded onto an Arduino in order to ensure rapid and robust transition between the many sequential 
tasks needed to perform fluidic tasks on a custom fluidic module. These sub-routines convert 
abstract commands (e.g. dilute vial 1 with media A) into sequential actuation of control elements, 
such as solenoids for valving, or peristaltic and syringe pumps for media metering. (b) Logic 
diagram for dilution event. For routine turbidostat dilutions, a dilution event triggered by reaching a 
density threshold consists of three parts: 1) Open route from appropriate media input, pull fluid into 
syringe, repeat as necessary in order to mix medias (as in glucose/galactose ratio sensing 
experiment, see Fig. 5a), then dispense through demultiplexer route into vial. 2) Open route through 
multiplexer to run efflux from vial to waste. 3) Open media selector route to 10% bleach, ethanol, 
then sterile water, to sterilize and flush fluidic paths used during dilution event. (c) Logic diagram 
for vial to vial transfers. Transfer of cells from a source vial to a target vial were triggered either by 
elapsed time for the biofilm prevention experiment (see Fig. 5b) or by a growth rate measurement 
above threshold value for the antifungal evolution experiment (see Fig. 5c). A transfer consists of 
four parts: 1) Open route from appropriate media input, pull fluid into syringe, dispense through 
demultiplexer route into source vial. 2) Open route through multiplexer to run efflux from vial to 
syringe to collect cells. 3) Dispense through demultiplexer route into target vial. 4) Open media 
selector route to 10% bleach, ethanol, then sterile water, to sterilize and flush entire device.  
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Chapter 6: Application of eVOLVER Framework 
6.1 Summary and Motivation 
In previous chapters I presented eVOLVER, a DIY framework that offers 
users the freedom to define the parameters of automated growth experiments e.g. 
temperature, culture density, media composition, and scale them to any size. 
Specifically, in Chapters 1 to 5, I describe how eVOLVER is built using highly 
modular, open-source wetware, hardware, electronics and web-based software 
that can be rapidly reconfigured for virtually any type of automated growth 
experiment. In this chapter, I describe examples of how eVOLVER has been 
applied to continuously control and monitor hundreds of individual cultures, 
collecting, measuring and recording experimental data in real-time, for any 
timescale. I further describe application of facile programming of algorithmic 
culture ‘routines’ that enable feedback between the environmental parameters and 
the status of the culture (e.g. high optical density (OD) to its automated 
manipulation e.g. dilution with fresh media). By combining this programmability 
with arbitrary throughput scaling, eVOLVER can be used for fine resolution of 
fitness landscapes, or determination of phenotypes that arise during selection.  
 I applied eVOLVER to carry out diverse growth and selection experiments 
(Chapter 6) along with Chris Mancuso, another graduate student in the lab. First, 
we evolved yeast populations in multiple selection conditions at high throughput 
and measure evolved fitness in several conditions to assess adaptive outcomes. 
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Next, by performing growth selection for a yeast knockout (YKO) library under 
temporally variable temperature stress conditions, we showed that eVOLVER can 
be used to explore the relationship between environmental fluctuations and 
adaptive phenotypes. Finally, by integrating millifluidic multiplexing modules, we 
showed that eVOLVER can carry out complex fluidic manipulations, thereby 
extending the scope and range of possible growth and selection experiments. 
 
6.2 Yeast Experimental Evolution 
6.2.1 Introduction 
Experimental evolution of laboratory microbial populations provides a way 
to observe evolutionary processes in real time and to interrogate how certain 
conditions, imposed experimentally, affect evolutionary trajectories28,29. With 
eVOLVER, these conditions can be precisely defined and sampled in high-
throughput to comprehensively map adaptive outcomes. In evolutionary biology, 
there has been significant historical interest in understanding the effects of 
population density on the selection of traits30. Using active control of population 
density as a model experimental variable, we sought to demonstrate the utility of 
eVOLVER in experimental populations of yeast. 
6.2.2 Experimental Materials and Methods 
 We first configured eVOLVER to function as a turbidostat in order to study the 
relationship between culture density and fitness in yeast populations. A single 
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colony of prototrophic S. cerevisiae FL100 (ATCC 28383) was pre-adapted in 
eVOLVER continuous culture (turbidostat mode, OD 0.25 – 0.3) in Synthetic 
Complete (SC) medium + 2% glucose (Sunrise Science Products) for 100 
generations. A single colony from this population was selected as the founder 
strain (yBW001) for the high throughput, density-dependent evolution (Fig. 6-1). 
An overnight culture of the founder was used to seed 78 parallel eVOLVER 
cultures at an initial OD 0.05. Each of the 78 populations was maintained in a 
specified density regime during continuous culture in SC + 0.06% glucose + 
50ug/mL carbenicillin + 25 ug/mL chloramphenicol at 30°C for 500 h (Figs. 6-2, 6-
3). Density regimes were maintained using an automated feedback scheme 
between OD measurement and media dilution. Specifically, a dilution event is 
triggered by a culture reaching a specified upper OD threshold; the culture is then 
diluted to a specified lower OD threshold by activating the pumps for a duration 
time calculated by the software (Fig. 6-1). Glucose-limited media was used to 
induce periodic diauxic shifts within the observable OD range (Fig. 6-2). Cultures 
were sampled every day. Frozen stocks were made by diluting 200 uL culture with 
85 uL sterile 50% glycerol and stored at -80°C.  
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Figure 6-1. Programming eVOLVER to maintain culture density selection routines during 
yeast evolution. Left: eVOLVER was configured to maintain cultures within defined density niches 
using a feedback between OD measurements and dilution events (turbidostat function). Right: 
Representative growth traces for yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae FL100) cultures growing under 
wide and narrow density niches. For each culture, the programmed OD window determines 
population size, and the consequent dilution rate and diauxic shift frequency.  
 
 Culture densities were monitored continuously, permitting calculation of 
population size, mean doubling time (or growth rate), and genome replication 
events in each vial during the course of the experiment (Fig. 6-3). Notably, the 
regimes leading to the fastest growth (i.e., low-density regimes corresponding to 
>200 cell generations) were not necessarily those associated with the greatest 
number of total genome replications, which is a function of both growth rate and 
population size (Fig. 6-3). It should be noted that these variable population sizes 
affect the degree to which different forces in population genetics, including genetic 
drift and mutational fixation, affect the outcome of evolution in each 
condition28,30,31. 
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Figure 6-2. Optical density trace with limiting glucose exhibits diauxic shift. Optical density 
traces measured from eVOLVER smart sleeves for the FL100 yeast strain grown in SC medium 
supplemented with 2% (orange) or 0.06% (blue) glucose. 
 
 At the limiting glucose concentration we used, cultures exhibit a reduced 
carrying capacity and observable metabolic or diauxic shifts (Fig. 6-2). 
Consequently, by simply setting the upper and lower density thresholds of the 
culture with eVOLVER, we could observe an impact on the resulting metabolic 
niche. For example, if the density window is below the diauxic point, the 
characteristic shift is never observed; conversely, if the window is high, the 
population exhibits two distinct phases of growth. The duration in each phase and 
the number of shifts seen per generation of growth varies across the sampled 
landscape. 
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Figure 6-3. Parallel evolution of 78 yeast populations in distinct density niches. Culture OD 
traces are shown for populations evolved for 500 h in density windows with varied lower (0.05-0.6) 
and upper (0.1-0.65) OD thresholds. Lower right: Heat map of the estimated genome replication 
events for the 78 populations. Values were calculated by multiplying average number of cells by 
the number of doublings, both estimated through segmentation of the OD trace. 
 
6.2.3 Competitive Fitness in Different Density Niches 
 At the conclusion of 500 h of continuous growth, each culture was struck out 
on a YPD plate. Three colonies were picked from each plate, grown in SC + 0.06% 
glucose, and frozen in glycerol. These stocks were used to seed competitive 
fitness assays against the fluorescently labeled founder strain (yBW002) (Fig. 6-
4). Specifically, for each pairwise competition, cells were grown in eVOLVER vials 
(SC + 0.06% glucose + 50 ug/mL carbenicillin + 25 ug/mL chloramphenicol) to mid-
exponential phase (OD ~0.5), then diluted down to OD 0.05 using the peristaltic 
pump array. Meanwhile, a 200 mL culture of the founder (yBW002) was grown at 
30°C in a shaken flask to mid-exponential phase, then centrifuged and 
resuspended to OD 1.0 in fresh media. A 1 mL aliquot of yBW002 cell suspension 
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was added to each eVOLVER vial to form a 1:1 ratio of founder to evolved strain 
at OD 0.1. Competition fitness experiments were performed in two density 
regimes: low density (OD 0.05 – 0.15) and high density (OD 0.6 – 0.65) (Fig. 6-4). 
Cells were sampled for flow cytometry at two time points: t = 0 generations (after 
reaching the desired density regime) and t = 8-10 generations (length of 
experiment set by depletion of media). Quantification of fluorescence ratios was 
used to calculate relative fitness.  
 
Figure 6-4. Fitness distributions of evolved strains. Three clones from each evolved 
population were competed against the ancestral strain under low-density (OD 0.05-0.15, top) and 
high-density (OD 0.60-0.65, bottom) growth regimes. Right: Heat maps for mean fitness change 
relative to the ancestor (top) and ranked fitness with standard error bars representing competitive 
fitness for each clone (bottom). 
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6.2.4 Characterization of Evolutionary Parameters on Niche Fitness 
 We wanted to determine if resulting fitness measurements were 
significantly correlated with any unique environmental parameter during evolution. 
High- and low-density fitness measurements for each colony were plotted on the 
same scatter plot and clustered using k-means, yielding three distinct groups: low-
density specialists, high-density specialists, and colonies with low fitness in both 
measured niches (Fig. 6-5). Clustering with more than three groups resulted in 
subdivisions of one of the above three clusters and did not exhibit significant fitness 
differences. We then generated heatmaps describing how individual colonies in 
each cluster mapped back to the original evolutionary niche (Fig. 6-5). To 
quantitatively describe how evolutionary history correlated with fitness 
measurements, we performed student's t-tests comparing imposed conditions and 
recorded traits of each cluster (Fig. 6-5). This analysis revealed lower OD 
threshold, ΔOD, and upper OD threshold to be significant distinguishing features 
for low-density, high-density, and low-fitness clusters, respectively. For example, 
low-density specialists were derived from density windows with a significantly 
smaller lower threshold. These results reveal how simple modifications to 
evolutionary niches result in diverse and non-intuitive selection pressures. For 
example, the high-density specialist cluster is differentiated by narrow density 
windows (ΔOD) rather than a high average OD or upper OD threshold, as one 
might have expected. With eVOLVER, we have the ability to continuously 
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measure, record, and analyze the evolutionary history of the culture to correlate 
these parameters to resulting changes in fitness. 
 
Figure 6-5. Identifying correlations between fitness measurements and evolutionary 
parameters via k-means clustering. (a) K-means clustering on low- and high-density fitness 
measurements. Cluster centroids are reproducible for n=3 clusters, but not for higher n. (b) 
Clustering reveals three distinct groups: low-density specialists (red), high-density specialists 
(yellow), and the reminder exhibiting low fitness in both niches (blue).  (c) Mapping the three 
clusters back to the evolutionary niches. (d) Statistical analysis reveals significant differences 
between clusters. Student’s t-tests on imposed culture conditions and recorded evolutionary 
parameters of clusters indicate significant differences in the evolutionary conditions in which 
clustered colonies were derived.    
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6.2.5 Discussion 
 There has been longstanding interest in the interplay between environmental 
carrying capacity, growth rate, and population size32. A tool that can precisely 
measure or control these environmental parameters is needed if these complex 
interactions are to be understood. Toward this goal, we showcased the versatility 
of our system using an experimental evolution study (Fig. 6-3) of yeast in 78 
different culture density windows. We then generated fitness distributions by 
testing fitness of evolved clones in low- and high-density niches, identifying low- 
and high-density specialists. Interestingly, high-density specialists were most often 
derived from evolution in narrow OD windows. Since the prescribed culture density 
windows are related to the frequency of diauxic shift at limiting glucose 
concentrations33,34, it is interesting to speculate that these strains selected for 
metabolic programs that facilitate rapid metabolic shifts. Further work is needed to 
confirm that the differences observed in the fitness distributions are relevant. For 
example, a baseline fitness distribution generated from a large number of replicate 
evolutions could be used to rule out the possibility that stochastic events dominate 
the observed fitness differences. Additionally, comparing the fitness of whole 
evolved populations in each condition could help isolate true adaptation from 
variation observed due to clonal differences. Finally, assaying fitness in additional 
niches is required to determine how well fitness distributions correlate with the 
assayed niche, as well as to ascertain the existence of generalists.  
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6.3 Library Selection Under Fluctuating Environments 
6.3.1 Introduction 
 There is growing interest in interrogating biological systems in fluctuating 
conditions that more closely reflect the dynamics of natural environments10,11,35,36. 
In fluctuating environments, different phenotypes and adaptations may arise than 
in environments with monotonic selection pressure. eVOLVER makes it possible 
systematically study the relationship between temporal fluctuation and phenotypic 
selection, while holding other environmental variables constant. To demonstrate 
this, we performed growth selection experiments on a pooled yeast knockout 
library36, under conditions in which a single environmental variable—
temperature—was temporally varied. 
 
6.3.2 Experimental Materials and Methods 
 A 500 uL aliquot of the pooled haploid MATa yeast knockout collection 
(Transomic TKY3502P) was thawed and grown in 500 mL YPD under constant 
shaking (300 rpm) at 30°C for 12 h. Cells were then seeded in eVOLVER vials 
(containing YPD + 50ug/mL carbenicillin + 25ug/mL chloramphenicol) at an initial 
OD 0.05. Cultures were grown at 30°C for 5.5 h in order to reach OD ~0.15, and 
then maintained in continuous turbidostat culture (OD 0.15-0.20) over the course 
of the experiment. Temperature perturbations of varying magnitude and period 
(Fig. 6-6, 6-7) were initiated as soon as regular dilution events were underway in 
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all cultures. Temperature magnitude and period were selected based on thermal 
range calibrations performed prior to the experiment (Fig. 4-4).  
 
Figure 6-6. Programming temporally varying temperature regimes. Left: eVOLVER 
configuration for conducting turbidostat experiments (OD window: 0.15-0.2) under fluctuating 
temperature stress. Middle: Snapshot of temperature waveform (red) alternating between 30°C and 
39°C on a 6 h period, and corresponding culture growth rate (blue). Right: Parallel cultures of 
pooled YKO collection were grown. Selection-based enrichment of library members was quantified 
at various timepoints using next-generation sequencing. 
 
 Growth rate was clearly observed to vary in response to temperature changes 
(Fig. 6-7). At low and intermediate temperature magnitudes, growth rate appears 
to increase along with temperature. At higher temperatures, growth rates drop 
significantly during periods of thermal stress. Notably, no bulk growth was 
observed for cultures in the 42°C/48hr or 42°C/step during periods of heat stress. 
During these periods, no dilution events occur, and therefore the samples may not 
be enriched for resistant members of the library as less fit members fail to be 
removed from the culture. However, the growth rate does recover during periods 
of permissive temperature in the 42°C/48hr population. The onset of this recovery 
is hastened over time, suggesting that the cultures may be enriched during the 
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periods of recovery at permissive temperature as cells that survive the elevated 
temperature reproduce. 
 
Figure 6-7. YKO selection under a full set of dynamic temperature regimes. Temperature 
magnitudes (33°C, 36°C, 39°C or 42°C) were varied against periods (2h, 6h, or 48h, or a constant 
step), and run against a 30°C control culture. Recorded temperature (red) is plotted with culture 
growth rates calculated between dilutions (blue). 
 
 
 Two mL culture samples were taken every 48 h for six days and frozen at -
80°C. For actively growing cultures, regular automated dilution events were 
sufficient to replace culture volume lost by sampling. For the 42°C/step condition, 
in which no dilution events were triggered because of a lack of growth, fresh YPD 
was manually added to replace culture volume after each sample. Genomic DNA 
was extracted from each of the 64 samples (16 temperature profiles x 4 timepoints) 
by thawing at room temperature, pelleting cells at 1000 rcf for 5 min, and then 
performing a genomic extraction protocol. 
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6.3.3 Library Preparation and Barcode Sequencing 
 Library preparation was performed in two stages, normalizing DNA 
concentration between stages in order to minimize amplification bias from 
saturation behavior in PCR. In the first stage, barcodes were extracted from 
genomic DNA. First, a 1 uL aliquot of genomic DNA template from each sample 
was amplified in a LightCycler 480 Instrument II (Roche) with SYBR Green I Master 
Mix (Roche) using primers prCM313 and prCM314 (Appendix C) and the following 
cycle conditions: (i) denaturation: 95°C for 10 min; (ii) amplification (35 cycles): 
95°C for 10 s, 63°C for 5 s, 72°C for 14 s; (iii) elongation: 72°C for 7 min. The 
resulting qPCR data was used to quantify the amount of target DNA present in 
each sample; this measurement was then used to normalize the DNA 
concentration across each of the 64 samples and determine a non-saturating 
number of cycles. Two uL of normalized sample DNA was then amplified with Q5 
polymerase (New England Biolabs) using primers prCM361 and prCM362 
(Appendix C) in a 50 uL reaction using the following cycle conditions: (i) 
denaturation: 95°C for 10 min; (ii) extension (5 cycles): 95°C for 10 s, 64°C for 10 
s, 72°C for 14s; (iii) amplification (20 cycles): 95°C for 10s, 72°C for 20 s; (iv) 
elongation: 72°C for 7 min. Resulting DNA was purified using a DNA Clean 
Concentrator Kit (Zymo Research). To normalize samples again prior to the 
second round, DNA samples were quantified via qPCR using the same primers 
and conditions as before, then diluted to equal concentration. 
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 In the second stage, indexes and sequencing adapters were added for every 
timepoint-vial combination, using a small number of cycles to minimize 
amplification. Amplification with i5-indexed primers prCM363-366 paired with i7-
indexed primers prCM373-388 (Appendix C) was performed in a 50 uL reaction 
using the following cycle conditions: (i) denaturation: 95°C for 10 min; (ii) extension 
(5 cycles): 95°C for 10 s, 65°C for 10 s, 72°C for 20 s; (iii) amplification (7 cycles): 
95°C for 10 s, 72°C for 20s; (iv) elongation: 72°C for 7 min. Resulting DNA was 
again purified using a DNA Clean Concentrator Kit. DNA concentrations were 
determined using a Nanodrop OneC Spectrophotometer, and were mixed in 
equimolar amounts to form the final indexed library pool. The pool was diluted to 
1 ng/uL and submitted to the Biopolymers Facility (Harvard Medical School). 
NextSeq sequencing was used to sequence the 8 bp i5 index, the 8 bp i7 index, 
and a 55 bp single end read of the barcode construct. Due to shared sequences 
in the regions flanking the barcode, PhiX was spiked in at 50% to increase 
sequencing diversity. 
6.3.4 Sequence Alignment and Frequency Computations 
 Alignment was performed using custom code harnessing MATLAB's 
Bioinformatics Toolbox and Boston University's parallel computing cluster. Reads 
were tabulated for each vial and timepoint using the index sequences, and 
assigned to the nearest barcode sequence indicated on the yeast knockout 
collection database37. Alignment scores were calculated using the Smith-
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Waterman algorithm (swalign function) and assigned based on best score above 
a minimum threshold. Four samples had a significantly lower number of reads than 
the library mean, suggesting that the library pool was not comprised of equimolar 
samples; these timepoints and samples were excluded for principle component 
analysis and fitness centroid calculations, as noted below. 
 Population frequency of each library member was calculated by dividing the 
number of reads assigned to each member by the total number of assigned reads 
for a given indexed sample (Fig. 6-8). Wider frequency distributions were observed 
at Day 6 (compared to Day 0), as a few members increased in frequency, while 
many members decreased in frequency, often by orders of magnitude, indicating 
specific enrichment for each condition. Similarities in the enrichment pattern may 
also suggest similarities between the conditions themselves. 
 It should also be noted that while the sequencing depth is sufficient for the 
evenly distributed samples at Day 0, the wide range of frequencies observed 
following enrichment would be better measured at higher sequencing depth with 
reduced multiplexing of samples. As a result, we were careful not to draw strong 
conclusions from library members present at low frequencies in downstream 
analysis.  
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Figure 6-8. Frequency analysis of strains present in each vial at initial and final timepoints 
of the pooled YKO library screen. We divided the number of barcodes reads assigned to each 
strain from the 5149 library members by the total number of reads assigned to each index pair, to 
determine a frequency for each mutant in a sample. These frequencies are plotted for the 
timepoints taken at Day 0 (black) and Day 6 (blue). Red line indicates the frequency to be expected 
if all library members were equally represented. For library members not detected in a Day 6 
timepoint sample, were assigned a frequency of 10-8 for plotting. Library members that were 
missing at the Day 0 timepoint were excluded from plotting. Note wider frequency distributions at 
Day 6, in which a few members increase in frequency, but many members decrease in frequency, 
often by orders of magnitude, indicating specific enrichment for each condition. The 36°C/step 
condition exhibits missing members and inflated frequencies due to insufficient read depth. The 
42°C/step data was excluded from analysis due to insufficient growth. 
 
6.3.5 Cross-Correlation Between Temperature Conditions  
 By prescribing experimental parameters in a programmable fashion, eVOLVER 
allows us to scan through environmental spaces. This allows us to identify 
similarities and differences in how these environments affect fitness outcomes, 
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drawing conclusions about the environments themselves. For this experiment, we 
used the library performance data in order to delineate regions in temperature 
magnitude-frequency space that exert similar selection pressures on cells.  
 To examine the similarities and differences between conditions, principle 
component analysis was applied. First, the arithmetic difference in frequency 
between the initial and final timepoints was calculated for each library member, 
tabulating the results in a vector for each condition. Library members that were 
missing at the Day 0 timepoint were excluded from analysis. The data from the 
36°C/step and 42°C/step conditions were excluded from further analysis due to 
insufficient read depth. The frequency difference vectors were used to construct a 
14x14 cross-correlation matrix to quantify the similarity between conditions. 
Principle component analysis was applied to the resulting cross-correlation matrix 
to separate the conditions across two axes (Fig. 6-9) indicating the degree to which 
different conditions affect deletion mutant frequency in similar ways. We processed 
the data from the earlier timepoints similarly, then projected the cross-correlation 
results onto the same principle components calculated from the Day 6 data (Fig. 
6-9).   
 We observed three clusters in PCA coordinate space that are relatively stable 
over time: one large group that clusters with the mild temperatures, and two small 
clusters, corresponding to high temperature/high frequency, and high 
temperature/low frequency conditions. The library was divided into subsets with 
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shared Saccharomyces Genome Database38 (SGD) annotations of gene ontology 
(GO) Welch’s t-statistic was applied to determine whether these GO terms are 
linked to significant changes in fitness for the conditions which comprise each PCA 
cluster. Correcting for multiple hypotheses, we found several cellular functions to 
significantly affect fitness in one or more of these PCA clusters (Fig. 6-9). As 
expected, we observed that functions directly tied to growth rate (e.g. mitochondrial 
function, ribosome biogenesis) significantly altered fitness at mild temperature 
increases. Interestingly, ribosome components and processing factors also 
showed high-frequency sensitivity at high temperatures, suggesting a potential 
role for ribosome biogenesis in transitions in and out of stress. We further 
interrogated potential sources of frequency-dependence. We found that the high- 
and low-frequency groups were characterized by annotations associated with cell 
cycle checkpoints (e.g. DNA damage response, organelle fission), which 
temporally regulate cellular processes and thus might be expected to affect cellular 
response to fluctuating stresses at different frequencies.  
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Figure 6-9. Principle component analysis divides selection conditions by shared effect on 
library. Principle component analysis was applied to determine whether similar conditions 
generally selected for the same library members. (a) Principle component analysis separates 
conditions into three clusters that correspond to distinct regions of temperature 
magnitude/frequency space. Left: Principle component analysis was applied to a cross correlation 
matrix between the 14 conditions with sufficient sequencing read depth. This separates the 
conditions across two axes. Right: Each cluster corresponds to a distinct region of temperature 
magnitude-frequency space:	 two high-temperature groups corresponding to high- and low-
frequency (purple and yellow, respectively), and a mild temperature group (grey). (b) Gene ontology 
terms linked to fitness defects in each group. Welch’s t-statistic was used to identify subsets of 
library members with shared annotation and significant fitness defects in each PCA cluster. (c) 
Clusters are reproducible at earlier timepoints. To determine stability of these clusters, we projected 
of the cross-correlation results from earlier timepoints onto the same axes calculated from the Day 
6 data. 
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6.3.6 Cross Fitness Centroid Calculations  
 
 Using eVOLVER to scan along different experimental parameters results in 
multidimensional fitness data spanning an environmental space, which can be 
challenging to visualize and interpret. In order to aid in analysis and visualization, 
we chose to transform the fitness of library members into temperature magnitude-
frequency space. To do this, we computed a weighted fitness centroid, compiling 
the fitness in each condition into a pair of coordinates in temperature magnitude-
frequency space (Fig. 6-10). 
 
Figure 6-10. Mapping fitness of library members to dynamic selection space. Left: For each 
library member, fitness heat maps were generated in each selection regime, and used to calculate 
weighted fitness centroids within temperature magnitude/frequency coordinate space. Right: 
Scatter plot of fitness centroids for the full library. 
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 Mean fitness of each library member in a particular condition can be calculated 
over different time periods using the population frequency in place of a ratio 
between two strains. Here the fitness computed over the Day 0 – Day 6 range was 
used for all downstream analysis. Fitness centroids for each library member were 
calculated by averaging the coordinates of each condition in temperature 
magnitude-frequency space, with the fitness in each condition serving as weights. 
In this manner, library members with differential performance across conditions 
would exhibit shifted fitness centroids towards conditions in temperature 
magnitude-frequency space in which they were more fit (Fig. 6-10). In order to 
avoid quantitative bias due to low sequencing depth, fitness calculations based on 
initial population frequencies below 10-5 were excluded from the centroid 
calculation. If more than three conditions of the heat map were excluded in this 
manner, a fitness centroid was not calculated for that library member.  
 To visualize the dataset of fitness centroid calculations, the centroid from each 
library member was plotted in a single scatter plot along the axes of temperature 
magnitude and temperature frequency (Fig. 6-10). The mean centroid for the 
population is shifted slightly towards lower temperature magnitude and higher 
temperature frequency (or conversely, away from higher temperature and smaller 
frequency).  
 The fitness centroid approach has both advantages and disadvantages. The 
fitness centroid metric allows us to capture the relationships between the 
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multidimensional parameters that prescribe each condition. The metric has proved 
very useful for simplifying and visualizing the complex data that results from 
experiments, which seek to map a parameter space; similarly, this type of data 
compression may prove useful for quantitative comparison between strains and 
groups of strains. However, as centroids are a non-monotonic metric, this 
compression also results in a loss of information. Consider two strains: Strain A is 
more fit at low temperature but equivalent to the reference strain at high 
temperature; Strain B is equally fit to the reference at low temperatures, but 
exhibits a fitness deficit at high temperature. In the fitness centroid metric, both 
strains exhibit a preference for low temperatures, and would therefore overlap. In 
another pathological example, any strain with a symmetric fitness profile with 
respect to a two-dimensional parameter space would have the same centroid, 
regardless of whether fitness is at a minimum, maximum, or uniform at that point. 
This may of course be addressed by reporting additional metrics, such as mean 
fitness, or higher-order derivatives of the landscape. Nevertheless, particularly for 
the fitness landscape being examined in this experiment, the fitness centroid 
metric has proved to be a valuable analysis tool.  
 To verify that the fitness centroid metric correlates with the performance of 
strains across each condition, 100 high-performing members from each condition 
were highlighted on the centroid distribution map. For this purpose, high-
performing members were defined as those with the largest arithmetic difference 
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in frequency between initial and final timepoints (i.e. freqDay 6 – freqDay 0). The 
centroids of high-performing members clustered in a manner that correlates with 
the condition in which they were selected, e.g. high performers from the 42°C/48hr 
condition cluster in the lower right portion of the graph. Library members with 
significant fitness centroid shifts along the magnitude or frequency axes were 
identified (Fig. 6-11), including several chaperone and chaperone cofactor genes, 
which are known to play a role in thermal stress response39. We also noted 
significantly shifted library members associated with GO terms identified from 
principle component analysis described previously (Fig. 6-11), mainly annotations 
associated with cell cycle checkpoints (e.g. DNA damage response, organelle 
fission) which we hypothesized to be involved in frequency response. 
 Finally, in addition to individual centroid calculations, we also calculated a mean 
fitness centroid from subsets of the knockout collection annotated on SGD for one 
of 1011 phenotypes assigned to at least 5 genes. Welch’s t-statistic was used to 
determine whether a subset annotated for a specific phenotype was significantly 
shifted from the mean centroid of the whole population. In order to account for 
multiple hypotheses, all p-values were scaled by a factor of 1011. It should be 
noted that certain phenotype annotations have further sub-annotations 
(“Resistance to Chemicals” could be further sub-divided by chemical, “Competitive 
Fitness” could be further subdivided by media condition, etc.) but these sub-
annotations were not considered in the present study. Significant phenotype 
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annotations were identified along both the temperature magnitude and 
temperature frequency axes. In one broad observation, phenotype annotations 
were more likely to be significantly shifted towards lower temperature magnitudes 
(sensitive to high temperatures), than towards either end of the temperature 
frequency axis. This may be biologically relevant, or simply an artifact of the SGD 
database, which is dependent both on the topics of study and methods employed 
by prior researchers. We note that dynamic stresses are rarely annotated in the 
SGD, suggesting new experimental avenues for assessing gene function and 
phenotype in platforms and assays that can controllably apply dynamically 
changing conditions. 
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Low Frequency (< 0.170) 
PHO84, YML122C, BSC1, FAR11, MXR1, IRC21, MTF2, DFM1, SOD2, APJ1, KAP120, TRM7, YPS7, MDM34, SCS2, FMP45, RPB9, SNC1, YOL046C, RPL24B, YMR052C-
A, SRS2, KNH1, FAR3, SAE3, FAR7, YOR365C, YDL172C, PCL6, UBC8, ESC1, ATP4, YGL217C, ISA1, PTH2, CPR6, APM1, PFA3, GYP6, RPA34, YML048W-A, YPT11, 
YLR366W, ATP22, MRP21, MET6, YER091C-A, MRPL44, NRT1, ELP3, YOR008C-A, FYV1, MSR1, APQ12, EFT2, IDH1, RPL19B, FRE5, RPL40A, KTR5, YOL079W, ACL4, 
YNL050C, YGL108C, VPS5, ROG1, YDR250C, YNL035C, DDC1, YOR114W, YLR217W, COX5A, HRD3, TOR1, YBR027C, SLI1, SHM2, MRX8, ALY1, YGL039W, SUL1, 
YGL042C, YER181C, SER1, MRPS16, ESL2, YAL065C, DLD3, YMR090W, PUS6, YGR169C-A 
 
High Frequency (> 0.239) 
EAF7, TRM10, YDR442W, YLR334C, YGR107W, YCR050C, HIT1, PFS1, IML3, RAD59, AHA1, YNR073C, SKN1, RIM8, VPS71, HSP12, MRP13, YLR281C, SXM1, 
MRPL51, PAC1, RIM101, YJL206C, YJL206C-A, ECM34, BSP1, SOP4, PUN1, YJL171C, MRPL13, NDE1, TMA10, CPR7, COQ10, YDL109C, YLR296W, YPR195C, 
YPR170C, UBP6, MSP1, MRPL50, MKC7, SOD1, FAP1, PEX14, MGR2, RAD16, RPL14A, SGT2, SAC6, CYM1, PPE1, YMR135W-A, LIF1, NUP188, SPO77, RGI2, MBF1, 
MBF1, IRC4, EMC2, MEI5, YDL183C, YCR085W, RTG3, YLF2, IST3, RGM1, SYO1, FUR4, UME1, STP22, YGR122W, CGR1, SNA2, ENB1, OPI3, NUM1, MLF3, RAD4, 
YCK2, PEF1, YJR039W, TOM71, SGN1, RPL41A, YER108C, KEX2, MAK3, HMT1, KIP1, MSB1, SGA1, ATG26, CIT1, ATG2, SWA2, MRK1, GPA1, AIM29, YNL320W, 
YHP1, RPS23A, RTT109, HRK1, YBR209W, RPO41, PHO81, VEL1, ELM1, YNL205C, RAD28, AMD1, YML035C-A, HST4, INP2, RPS24A, YPS5, YLL056C, YLR257W, 
STB2, ERV14, STL1, BRR1, HIS1, RTS1, YNL324W, APP1, YBR139W, NDT80, MAD2, CTL1, RPS30B 
 
Low Temperature (< 36.11°C)  
MET3, AIM26, BUD31, WSC2, ATP22, YHR180W, ACL4, COX6, MRC1, ATP11, CDA2, GAS5, IES2, NEM1, POC4, GCV3, SWA2, YHR177W, TIR3, UBR2, COA1, 
YDR115W, RPS12, YNR068C, YOR300W, VTS1, YJR056C, VAM3, RTC6, QDR2, TRM9, GLN3, MDY2, RPL21B, YDR149C, RTC6, MTC7, SWR1, VPS24, CWH43, RPS6B, 
BCK1, UBA3, UBC4, PEX8, PEP12, LDB18, VPS51, YJR098C, RRT7, PPM1, VBA1, SWI6, AGE2, PHO87, MNT3, TOM5, PTP1, RPO41, MRPS5, YIL012W, AAC3, DBP3, 
CAC2, RTG1 
 
High Temperature (> 37.97°C)  
YPR014C, GTS1, SHM2, JSN1, AHA1, KAP120, YDL180W, FMP45, SUL1, YPR027C, YBR219C, STB3, YDR169C-A, PFA3, KTR5, TMA10, BSC1, YDL183C, MDE1, 
YML122C, YNL303W, YPT11, PEX7, YPR097W, YMR244W, SPO20, MUB1, IRC24, FIR1, YOR012W, YMR304C-A, STB2, DFM1, GMC2, YKR011C, YNL208W, PET494, 
YHP1, SNC1, MXR1, SKN1, FRE5, YCR102W-A, HOT13, YBR075W, PRM6, YOR365C, YPR114W, WHI5, MND2, BRP1, HEF3, YCL013W, MET32, GLG1, YDR250C, 
FPR3, AKR2, YOR034C-A, YEL008W, YNR062C, YDR535C, ECM30, DDI1, YKL070W, TVP15, YBR259W, YOL024W, MUM3, SPS19, NRT1, LOT5, NIT3, YEL068C, 
YNL010W, YKR104W, YCR102C, CCM1, IGO2, YLR296W, LAA1, MDM34, GZF3, PHO84, YJL213W, NTO1, TDA11, DLD3, YMR194C-A, ERP1, TIF2, YBR071W, HOT1, 
MEP2, YGL159W, YIL100W, MET17, OSH3, JJJ2, VID27, SCM4, MRPL7, YNL190W, VBA2, SOP4, MCH2, GPM3, STR2, EFM3, MET8, SPO77, MNT4, HMT1, GLO1, YEN1, 
YNL205C, RTC5, YJR008W, YGL217C, IMA1, MRPL20, MSB1, RKM5, YGL177W, YGR107W, YOL150C, COX20, MTF2, TMN3, MSN4, YJR124C, GRX7, PTC4, ATG39, 
YLR312C-B, RAD26, SED1, YGR127W, SAE3, FMP48, YLR280C, YMC2, ATG13, ALD5, RIM101, SCS2, ESBP6, SPO16, ABZ2, DDP1, YOR072W, SIP5, GIP4, BXI1, 
PSR1, RIM4, FCY1, YDR215C, PPE1, YRM1, YGR168C, PIR3, RGC1 
 
 
Figure 6-11. Identifying library members with fitness centroids that significantly differ from 
population mean. (a) Determination of significantly shifted library members. We considered library 
members with fitness centroids >1 standard deviation from the population mean to be significantly 
shifted. (b) Highlighting significantly shifted library members that share annotated functions of 
interest. Fitness centroid distribution is reproduced from Fig. 4c, with selected library members 
colored by annotation.  (c) Complete list of library members with fitness centroids significantly 
shifted along either temperature magnitude or frequency axes. Strains are listed beginning with the 
library member furthest from the population mean along denoted axis direction. Note that some 
strains are listed in two lists. 
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6.3.7 Competition Assay to Validate Fitness Centroid Hits 
 To validate fitness results from the pooled library screen, we selected four 
library members from different regions of the fitness scatter plot: ΔHSP104, 
ΔKAP120, ΔAHA1, and ΔSWA2 (highlighted in red in Fig. 6-10). The fitness of 
each strain was assayed in competition with a neutral control strain, ΔHO strain 
from the yeast deletion library. The fitness centroid of the ΔHO strain lies close to 
the mean fitness centroid of the population, indicating it has a neutral effect on the 
cell with respect to the thermal stresses applied. Furthermore, this deletion would 
be predicted to have minimal effect on the phenotype of the cell, as the strain used 
to create the deletion collection contains a nonsense mutation in the HO gene 
preventing it from forming functional protein even prior to deletion.  
 These individual deletion members were grown in YPD at 30°C for 12 h, 
reaching early stationary phase. Each of the four strains were mixed 1:1 with the 
ΔHO control strain, then each co-culture was seeded into four eVOLVER vials 
(containing YPD + 50 ug/mL carbenicillin + 25 ug/mL chloramphenicol) at OD 0.05. 
Harnessing the programmable nature of eVOLVER, selection was applied 
identically as it was for the original pooled experiment. Cells were grown at 30°C 
for 5.5 h, and then maintained in continuous turbidostat culture (OD 0.15 – 0.20). 
Programmed heat shocks of varying magnitude and frequency were initiated as 
soon as regular dilution events were underway in all cultures. The control code 
was slightly modified from the original experiment, such that each of the four co-
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cultures was exposed to four conditions from the original experiment (33°C/2h, 
33°C/48h, 42°C/2h, and 42°C/48h). Two mL culture samples were taken every 24 
h for two days and frozen at -80°C. Genomic DNA was extracted as described 
previously.  
 
Figure 6-12. Validation of library selection. Four strains with distinct profiles were chosen for 
verification and competed against a neutral control strain (ΔHO) under four different temporal 
selection regimes. Population ratios were measured using quantitative PCR. 
 
 Relative fitness was determined using the frequency of both the strain of 
interest and the ΔHO strain as determined by qPCR (Fig. 6-12). For strain specific 
amplicons, universal reverse primer prCM314 (targeting a sequence from the 
deletion cassette downstream of the barcode) was paired with a context specific 
primer for each particular gene, usually a subsection of the “up45” homology region 
originally used to create the deletion library10,34,40. A control amplicon targeted two 
universal regions of the deletion cassette, primer prCM313 binding upstream of 
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the barcode, and primer prCM317 binding in the resistance marker. The readings 
from this universal control amplicon were used to normalize readings from the 
strain-specific amplicons, providing the frequency of each strain in the co-culture. 
A 1uL aliquot of genomic DNA extract was used as template for a 20 uL reaction 
using SYBR Green I Master Mix (Roche) and the aforementioned primers in 
Appendix C using the following cycle conditions: (i) denaturation: 95°C for 10 min; 
(ii) amplification (35 cycles): 95°C for 10 s, 63°C for 5 s, 72°C for 14 s; (iii) 
elongation: 72°C for 7 min. Although frequencies calculated from primers for each 
of the four strains were compared to the frequencies calculated from the ΔHO 
specific primers, only the latter was used for computing fitness values in order to 
prevent bias due to different primer efficiencies.  
 Competitive fitness values for each strain of interest were computed using the 
frequency of the strain, specifically (1 – freqΔHO), in place of a ratio between two 
strains. The fitness heatmaps created from the qPCR frequencies in the validation 
study largely agree with the fitness heatmaps created from the sequencing data in 
the original pooled experiment (Fig. 6-12). Of particular note are ΔHSP104 and 
ΔSWA2, illustrating the drawbacks of the centroid metric in isolation. While both 
have centroids located in a similar location, the ΔSWA2 centroid is driven largely 
due to fitness deficits at high temperature, while ΔHSP104 strain exhibits 
increased fitness at low temperatures.  
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6.3.8 Discussion 
With programmable and individual control of parameters, eVOLVER 
enables precise mapping of cell behavior to environmental spaces. In 
multidimensional experiments we were able to transform fitness into coordinates 
in parameter spaces, as we did when mapping the yeast knockout library in a 
dynamic temperature space. Importantly, this type of experiment may also outline 
similarities and differences between the culture conditions themselves, particularly 
in how they affect fitness outcomes. We were able to extract subtle differences in 
fitness by coupling sub-lethal thermal stress with selection in continuous culture; 
this strategy permits exploration beyond severe, lethal selection schemes that are 
often employed41. With programmable temperature profiles, we were able to 
examine the effect of timing and fluctuation of parameters in a controlled, 
repeatable manner. Prior studies often either use highly controlled microfluidic 
systems42 to study a few strains at a time, or tedious bulk techniques43 for limited 
perturbation on a pooled population of thousands of strains. eVOLVER can provide 
both control and throughput, enabling temporal changes of one selective pressure 
on a large population (>107 cells) while holding other culture conditions constant. 
For the first time, these dynamic profiles are realized at a volume scale that permits 
genome-scale library screens, overcoming the population size limitations of 
microfluidics while avoiding the slow response of larger culture systems that rely 
on external heating. 
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6.4 Complex Fluidic Control During Continuous Culture 
In order to show the potential of the fluidic multiplexing framework to 
automate movement of reagents and cells in eVOLVER, we designed devices for 
three experiments and document these experiments in this chapter. These 
included dynamic media mixing during continuous culture to track yeast response 
to ratios of sugars, preventing bacterial biofilm formation by automated passaging, 
and programming sexual reproduction between adapting yeast populations.  	
6.4.1 Dynamic Media Mixing for Ratio Sugar Sensing 
 In order to demonstrate that fluidic multiplexing could be used to manage media 
composition for multiple cultures maintained by eVOLVER, we constructed an 8-
channel media selector device that dynamically draws media from multiple input 
sources and addresses a defined mixture to a culture of choice (Fig. 6-13). We 
used this to interrogate and characterize yeast galactose metabolic gene induction, 
which is known to respond to ratios of galactose and glucose43 (Fig. 6-14). 
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Figure 6-13. Media mixing for glucose/galactose ratio sensing experiment. (a) Fluidic routing 
for ratio sensing experiment. To mix media types, the syringe pump first pulls sequentially from the 
desired media inputs. The syringe pump then flushes the syringe content into the target vial and, 
consequently, rises any trace amounts of leftover media to waste with sugar-free control media and 
air. (b) Estimating sugar concentrations in culture medium. Glucose and galactose solutions were 
labelled with blue and yellow food coloring, respectively; these solutions were then used to mix 
media in a 4-fold dilution series of each sugar type (1%, 0.25%, and 0.06375%). We measured the 
6 resulting medias, and a sugar-free control, on a spectrophotometer, using absorbance at 630nm 
and 430nm to estimate the component sugar concentrations independently. Using the multiplexed 
media handler, yeast cultures were maintained in eVOLVER across 16 different combinations of 
the glucose and galactose medias, by dynamically mixing any two of the six medias with each 
other, or the sugar free media (resulting in final concentrations ranging from 0-0.5% of each sugar). 
Spectrophotometer readings were collected at regular timepoints over 16 hours to confirm that the 
multiplexed media handler could maintain particular media combinations over the course of an 
experiment, as depicted photographically in (b) in heat maps in (c).  
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 Glucose and galactose solutions were labelled with blue and yellow food 
coloring, respectively. These solutions were then used to supplement SC media 
(also supplemented with 50 mg/mL adenine hemisulfate) in a 4-fold dilution series 
of each sugar type (1%, 0.25%, and 0.06375%). We measured the 6 resulting 
medias and a sugar-free control on a Spectramax M5 plate reader 
spectrophotometer, using absorbance at 630 nm and 430 nm to estimate the 
component sugar concentrations independently (Fig. 6-13).  
 For the first experiment, yeast cells harboring an integrated galactose-inducible 
reporter (pGAL1-mKate2, ySK499) were grown from frozen stocks in YPAD (YPD 
+ 50mg/mL adenine hemisulfate) overnight, then diluted 1:100 into flasks 
containing SC + 2% raffinose + 50 mg/mL adenine hemisulfate and grown for 16 
h in a shaking incubator at 30°C. We prepared seven different medias using color-
labelled sugars as before: three SC + glucose medias (1%, 0.25%, and 0.06375%), 
three SC + galactose medias (1%, 0.25%, and 0.06375%), and a SC sugar-free 
control. By mixing any two of the seven medias, we could create 16 different SC + 
sugar compositions: three glucose-only (at 0.5%, 0.125%, 0.031875%), three 
galactose-only (at 0.5%, 0.125%, 0.031875%), nine different glucose/galactose 
ratios, and a sugar free control.  
 Yeast cultures were maintained in eVOLVER at the specified sugar 
compositions at a density window of OD 0.2-0.3 for 16 h. This was achieved using 
the 8-channel media selector device (Fig. 6-13) to dynamically mix together the 
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appropriate two medias for each vial at each dilution event. Culture samples were 
collected at regular timepoints, centrifuged at 1000 rcf for 5 min to pellet cells, and 
the supernatant was measured in a spectrophotometer as described above to 
estimate sugar concentrations. We observed that sugar ratios were maintained 
correctly over the course of the experiment, confirming that the syringe pump and 
lines were effectively cleaned by the cleaning routine, and that pneumatic control 
valves did not leak despite continual use over an extended time (Fig. 6-13).  
 
 
Figure 6-14. Demonstrating dynamic media mixing in continuous culture. Left: eVOLVER 
program for maintaining cells in turbidostat mode using millifluidic device to mix and dispense 
appropriate dilution volumes. A yeast galactose-inducible reporter (pGAL1-mKate2) was used to 
validate the device by maintaining cultures in turbidostat mode at different ratios of glucose and 
galactose. Center: Any combination of seven media inputs can be mixed and dispensed into any 
of the 16 culture vessels. Right: Reporter induction (by population percentage) for 16 cultures 
containing different glucose:galactose ratios, as measured by flow cytometry. 
 
 The second experiment was performed as above, but food coloring was 
excluded from the media so as to not affect cell growth in any way. Yeast cultures 
were prepared and seeded into eVOLVER vials as before, and maintained at the 
specified glucose/galactose ratio at a density window of OD 0.2-0.3 for 36 h. 
Culture samples were taken every 2 h for 16 h (with additional steady state 
timepoints taken at 24 and 36 h) to determine the induction rate of the galactose 
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reporter. Flow cytometry was performed on fixed samples, and the percentage of 
mKate2+ cells was calculated by gating cells with mKate2 fluorescence higher 
than the t=0 control (representing the uninduced state in raffinose) (Fig. 6-14). 
While the ratio-dependence of galactose regulation is well established44, 
continuous culture proved valuable to demonstrate the behavior and steady state 
induction level of the system at maintained glucose and galactose concentrations 
(in contrast to batch culture experiments). Growth rate was also measured 
continuously in order to determine a mean growth rate in each media combination. 
Interestingly, growth rate was found to be not only a function of the total sugar 
content, but also of the glucose/galactose ratio. On the whole, cells that are 
utilizing galactose – evidenced by induction of the pGAL1 reporter – appear to 
grow slower than cells using glucose, consistent with single cell data gathered with 
microfluidics45,46. 
 
6.4.2 Automated Passaging for Biofilm Prevention 
 To demonstrate the utility of the millifluidic system for mediating liquid transfer 
between cultures, we designed a device capable of overcoming biofilm formation 
during long-term continuous growth experiments. To do so, we applied the vial-to-
vial transfer device to continually passage cells into fresh culture vessels in an 
automated fashion (Fig. 6-15). 
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Figure 6-15. Preventing biofilm formation with automated vial-to-vial transfers. Left: A 
millifluidic device can enable inter-culture transfers between any of the 16 cultures. Center: Serratia 
marcescens cultures were maintained in turbidostat mode, with culture transfer events triggered 
every 8 h. Right: A culture maintained in a single vessel forms a thick biofilm after 14 h, while 
automated transfer prevents visible biofilm formation. 
 
 
 An overnight culture of Serratia marcescens (ATCC 13880) was grown in pre-
buffered LB Miller media (pH 7.2). This culture was used to seed two eVOLVER 
vials at OD 0.05. A control vial was maintained in a density window of OD 0.25 – 
0.3 at 30°C for 14 h before enough biofilm had deposited to affect density 
measurements. The second vial was grown for 9 h, at which point a 2 mL aliquot 
was transferred to a new vial containing fresh media using the automated vial-to-
vial transfer device (Fig. 6-16). This transfer was repeated every 8 h for a total of 
48 h into fresh vials. Every 24 h, spent vials were replaced with fresh vials in order 
to reuse the eVOLVER sleeves in a cyclical manner. An automated sterilization 
protocol was run in the device following each transfer, wherein all affected fluidic 
lines were flushed with a 10% bleach solution, a 70% ethanol solution, and finally 
sterile water. A 5 mL aliquot of 10% bleach was also automatically added to the 
source vial in order to halt further growth. Vials were photographed at the 
conclusion of the experiment (Fig. 6-15).  
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Figure 6-16. Schematic of fluidic routing for vial-to-vial transfer device. Example fluidic 
schematic for transfer of cells from vial 3 (source) to vial 4 (target). The syringe pump first pulls 
from the desired media input, then flushes the syringe content into the source vial. Instead of 
pumping efflux to waste, the fluid and cells from the source vial are pulled into the syringe pump 
(upper). Next, the contents of the syringe pump are dispensed into the target vial (lower). 
Sterilization with bleach and ethanol are required after vial to vial transfers to prevent contamination 
across vials.  
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 While simple in design, this result is impactful for enabling continuous culture 
for undomesticated microbes that have proved incompatible with routine 
continuous culture. It provides a non-chemical means to prevent biofilm, 
preventing possible toxic or other unintended effects on vegetative growth in the 
culture. This approach also flips the selection for biofilm in traditional continuous 
culture systems by, in fact, selecting against adherent cells over time. This 
mechanism has been implemented by a few single-purpose devices47, but the 
flexibility of the eVOLVER platform permits other types of manipulations due to the 
customizable nature of the millifluidic devices. Finally, while the present 
experiment could be achieved through manual transfers, the benefits of an 
automated system are realized for longer-term experiments in which frequent 
manual transfers (every 8 h for this species) become burdensome.  	
6.4.3 Parallel Yeast Evolution and Mating in Automated Cell Culture 
 Finally, we sought to apply millifluidic multiplexing in an experiment requiring 
coordination of multiple fluidic functions in an automated fashion. We sought to 
carry out parallel evolution in two haploid yeast populations, and programmatically 
mate cells at biologically relevant timepoints to harness sexual reproduction as a 
trajectory for adaptation47 (Fig. 6-17). Such an experiment required multiplexed 
media selection, vial-to-vial transfers, and cleaning to all be carried out in a single 
integrated device, demonstrating that these devices can enable novel automated 
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cell culture experiments. 
 
 
Figure 6-17. Logic diagram for parallel evolution and mating of yeast. (a) Logic for parallel 
evolution. Evolution was carried out in two selection vials run in turbidostat mode, supplied with 
antifungal media. When a selection vial recovered to 50% of its original growth rate, a timepoint 
sample was taken: three vials were inoculated, one with a cells, the second with α cells, and the 
third with both, to form diploids. In these vials, stirring was stopped once cells reached high density, 
in order to promote mating in the mixed vial. (b) Simplified fluidics scheme for each timepoint. Three 
timepoints were taken: t0 at 16 h, t1 at 68.7 h when the first selection vial recovered in growth rate, 
and t2 at 98.1 h when the second selection vial recovered in growth rate.  
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Automated Yeast Mating Routine 
 Overnight cultures of fluorescently labelled haploid MATa (ySK116) and 
fluorescently labelled haploid MATa (ySK743) cells were grown overnight in YPD. 
These overnights were used to seed two eVOLVER vials at OD 0.05 (containing 
YPD + 50ug/mL carbenicillin + 25ug/mL chloramphenicol). Cells were maintained 
at 30°C in a density window of OD 0.25-0.3 for several generations. Next, the 
automated vial-to-vial transfer device was used to transfer 2 mL from each haploid 
culture into the same vial. This co-culture was grown at 30°C with constant stirring, 
but no dilutions, until reaching a density of OD 0.8, thereupon stirring was halted, 
allowing cells to settle to the bottom of the vial at high density. After density 
readings had dropped to OD 0.1 (~20-36 h after stirring stopped), the vial was 
removed from the device, cells were resuspended by shaking, then a 30 uL aliquot 
was diluted 1:100 into SD –Ura –Leu (supplemented with 2% glucose and 50 
mg/mL adenine hemisulfate) selection media and grown for 24 h to enrich for 
diploids. The purity of diploids following selection was determined using flow 
cytometry to quantify the proportion of cells expressing both fluorescent labels vs. 
a single label. While haploids of each type do leak into the final population even 
after selection, this could easily be addressed with a lethal selection scheme48, 
such as expression of resistance genes for hygromycin, nourseothricin, or G418. 
However, in the present work we retained auxotrophic selection to prevent 
confounding factors as we applied eVOLVER and the vial-to-vial transfer device to 
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evolve resistance to two antifungals in parallel. 
 
Parallel Evolution of Antifungal Resistance and Mating 
 Single colonies of fluorescently labelled haploid MATa (ySK116), fluorescently 
labelled haploid MATα (ySK743), and fluorescently labelled diploid control 
(ySK116x743) cells were grown overnight in YPD. These overnights were used to 
seed three eVOLVER vials at OD 0.05 (containing YPAD + 50 ug/mL carbenicillin 
+ 25 ug/mL chloramphenicol). Cells were maintained at 30°C in a density window 
of OD 0.25-0.3 for several generations in order to measure a baseline growth rate. 
At 16 h post-inoculation, cells from each haploid population were transferred by 
the vial-to-vial transfer device into the same fresh vial containing YPAD in order to 
create a new pre-drug t0 diploid population (Fig. 6-17).  
 Next, cyclohexamide (CHX) was added to the haploid MATa vial, ketoconazole 
(KETO) was added to the MATa vial, and both drugs were added to the diploid 
control. Using the media selection portion of the vial-to-vial transfer device, 1 mL 
aliquots of media at 20x drug concentration were used to achieve a step-function 
transition to the final 1x drug concentration in each vial (0.2 ug/mL CHX for MATa, 
6 ug/mL KETO for MATa, 0.2 ug/mL CHX + 6 ug/mL KETO for the diploid control). 
Growth rate was continuously tracked, and was found to drop to roughly 10% of 
its original value over the 20 h following drug addition (Fig. 6-18). As reported in 
previous studies, the KETO-exposed culture was observed to undergo a period of 
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growth seemingly unaffected for a few generations before slowing48,49. While the 
diploid control exposed to the combination of CHX and KETO eventually slowed 
to a halt, exhibiting no bulk growth at all (data not shown), each haploid population 
eventually began to recover and increase in growth rate (Fig. 6-18).  
 
 
Figure 6-18. Using millifluidic devices to automate yeast mating. Left: Haploid strains 
containing opposite mating types are maintained as turbidostat cultures under antifungal selection. 
Vial-to-vial transfers are triggered by growth rate feedback control, used to sample haploids and 
form diploids within the device using an automated mating protocol. Center: Growth rate of haploid 
cells evolved under cyclohexamide (CHX, 0.2 ug/mL, purple) or ketoconazole (KETO, 6 ug/mL, 
orange) selection was monitored continuously following drug exposure. Once growth rates of either 
drug-evolved culture equals 50% of the wild-type growth rate under no selection, automated mating 
and transfer is carried out. This was performed at two timepoints: t1=68.7 h and t2 = 98.1 h. Right: 
Antifungal resistance was assayed for recovered haploid and diploid populations. Contours 
correspond to an antifungal concentration range in which at least five generations of growth were 
observed in 24 h (on average). 
 
 
 Two automatically triggered timepoints were taken: t1 (or “CHX recovery”) was 
triggered at 68.7 h by the MATa vial returning to 50% of its pre-drug growth rate; 
and t2 (or “KETO recovery”) was triggered at 98.1 h by the MATa vial returning to 
50% of its pre-drug growth rate (Fig. 6-18). For each timepoint, three vials 
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(containing YPAD + 50 ug/mL carbenicillin + 25 ug/mL chloramphenicol, but no 
antifungals) were inoculated by vial transfers: one with treated MATa haploids only, 
one with treated MATa haploids only, and one with both in order to create diploids. 
Each of the timepoint cultures was grown to OD 0.8, followed by a period of 
settling. After waiting to allow sufficient cell settling (~20-36 h after stirring 
stopped), a 700 uL aliquot of each bulk population was mixed with 300 uL of 50% 
glycerol and stored at -80°C. Simultaneously, 30 uL aliquots were diluted into 3 
mL of liquid selection media (SD –Ura for MATa, SD –Leu for MATa, or SD –Ura 
–Leu for diploids) and grown for 16 h, then mixed with glycerol and frozen as 
before. Cells were additionally streaked onto solid selection agar (SD –Ura for 
MATa, SD –Leu for MATa, or SD –Ura –Leu for diploids) in order to isolate single 
colonies for sequencing. Diploids from liquid selection and solid selection were 
confirmed by flow cytometry.  
 This experiment highlights another one of the advantages of an automated 
system over manual timepoints, as addressed in the automated passaging for 
biofilm prevention experiment. While manual sampling is easy for short routine 
experiments, automated sampling is extremely valuable over a long experiment 
when timepoints are frequent or unpredictable. Programming the sampling logic 
permitted us to sample cells at biologically-motivated timepoints (50% growth 
recovery) rather than arbitrary, schedule-motivated timepoints. Between remote 
real-time monitoring and programmable manipulations, the amount of time spent 
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physically overseeing an experiment can be greatly reduced. 
 
MIC Assay to Evaluate Antifungal Resistance 
 To evaluate the degree to which evolved strains and the resulting diploids were 
resistant to each drug in isolation or combination, a variant Minimum Inhibitory 
Concentration (MIC) assay was performed on cells from each timepoint. Nine 
samples were across 64 combinations of cyclohexamide and ketoconazole: 
founder ySK116 and MATa samples from each timepoint: yBW004, yBW005; 
founder ySK743 and MATa samples: yBW006, yBW007; and the three diploid 
samples: yBW003, yBW008, and yBW009; see Appendix B). 100 uL of each frozen 
stock created from post-selection cultures was thawed, added to 2 mL YPAD and 
then grown in culture tubes in a shaking incubator for 16 h at 30°C. Linear dilution 
series were prepared for each drug at 4x concentration in YPAD. In 96-well deep 
well blocks, 100 uL of each drug media was added to 200 uL of cells to bring every 
component to desired final concentration (0-0.56 ug/mL CHX, 0-14 ug/mL KETO, 
at OD 0.01). Each well received an estimated 60,000 cells from the non-clonal 
population that comprised each sample pool. The resulting 400 uL cultures were 
grown in a shaking incubator at 900 rpm and 30°C for 24 h, then 200 uL of each 
culture was measured on a Spectramax M5 plate reader spectrophotometer. A 
blank measurement of cells at the seeding density of OD 0.01 was subtracted from 
the endpoint measurements to compute the change in optical density resulting 
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from growth. This data can be summarized with contours delineating the region 
corresponding to an OD ≥ 0.32, roughly 5 generations (Fig. 6-18). 
 As expected, each haploid population developed a different antifungal 
resistance phenotype. Intriguingly, the CHX evolved pools exhibit a strong 
resistance phenotype that is specific to CHX, while the KETO evolved pools have 
a milder, more generalized resistance phenotype. Additionally, while CHX 
resistance is clearly passed on to the diploid pool, suggesting a dominant mutation, 
KETO resistance is not passed on, suggesting a recessive mutation in the 
haploids. There are numerous mechanisms by which resistance to either drug may 
be achieved50. For the present study, we explored two possible avenues (see 
below). 
 It should be noted that as measurements were performed on pooled samples 
containing non-isogenic populations, the results may be influenced by the 
distribution of resistant cells in the population in addition to the resistance of any 
particular cells. While not a true MIC assay in the traditional sense, this assay still 
provides valuable information about the performance of the evolving populations 
over time.  
 We also note that cell density dependence is commonly observed in antibiotics 
and antifungals51. This is likely responsible for the apparently contradictory result 
that the evolution experiment was performed at drug concentrations above the 
measured MIC of the founder strains. It also suggests additional utility for density 
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tracking in eVOLVER, permitting cultures to be assayed for resistance to 
antibiotics, antifungals, or other stressors under conditions of tightly controlled 
density in a replicable manner. 
 
Sequencing Antifungal Resistance Mutations 
 We sequenced one potential mutational target for each drug in the evolved 
haploid lines. Primers were designed to sequence RPL41A/RPL41B, two paralog 
genes encoding the molecular target of CHX49, and ERG3, encoding an enzyme 
that can confer resistance to azoles when mutated48. Genomic DNA was extracted 
from 100 uL aliquots of the following cultures: 1) MATa founder (ySK116), 2) MATa 
founder (ySK743), 3) three resistant clones from the CHX-evolved MATa 
population (yBW005), and 4) three resistant clones from the KETO-evolved MATα 
population (yBW007). The target genes were isolated from genomic DNA extracts 
by PCR using primers prCM353-360 (Appendix C) in a 20 uL reaction with q5 
polymerase (New England Biolabs) with the following cycling conditions: (i) 
denaturation: 95°C for 10 min; (ii) amplification (30 cycles): 95°C for 10 s, 62°C for 
10 s, 72°C for 40 s; (iii) elongation: 72°C for 7 min. Resulting DNA was purified 
using a DNA Clean Concentrator Kit (Zymo Research), and Sanger sequencing 
was performed. All three yBW005 colonies were found to have the same 
RPL41A/RPL41B sequences as the ySK116 founder, indicating that resistance is 
gained via a different mechanism. However, mutations in ERG3 were detected in 
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all three yBW007 colonies, notably a nonsense mutation in ERG3 at amino acid 
60 (Fig. 6-19); ERG3 loss of function mutations have previously been shown to 
confer resistance to azoles in a recessive manner16,52, suggesting that the 
mutations observed contribute to the ketoconazole resistance observed in our 
populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-19. ERG3 sequence alignment reveals nonsense mutation. Alignment of ERG3 
sequences from founder strain and three resistant clones isolated from the ketoconazole 
selection vial at t2. Several grouped missense mutations (red) at amino acids 57-59 are followed 
by a nonsense mutation at amino acid 60. 
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Chapter 7: Exploring Future Directions with eVOLVER 
 	  We report the development of eVOLVER, which is a DIY framework for 
automated cell growth experiments. Our design is customizable and provides 
researchers with the ability to design, build and share both experimental 
configurations and data. With straightforward modifications, eVOLVER can be 
reconfigured to conduct any of the recently reported continuous growth studies 
(Appendix A), and can replace batch culture techniques used in several recent 
experimental evolution studies14,15,53,54. It is straightforward to add hardware 
components to the platform as they become available. For example, integration 
with open-source pipetting robots would automate culture sampling, thereby 
enabling fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) for assaying gene expression, 
or droplet microfluidics for single-cell studies. The configuration we report in this 
article is designed for well-mixed liquid cultures, but eVOLVER can be adapted for 
the coordination of multiple arrayed sensors to capture spatial distributions in static 
liquid cultures or phototrophic cultures. We have reported use of eVOLVER for 
growing lab-adapted suspension cultures of bacteria and yeast. We note that whilst 
it is feasible to use our system for growing mammalian cell lines, additional 
attention to sterility and removal of residual cleaning agents would be needed, and 
bead/matrix systems might be required for adherent cells.  
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 The multiple possible configurations enable precise specification of 
individual culture environments. By systematically co-varying parameters, 
eVOLVER can be used to investigate cellular fitness along multidimensional 
environmental gradients, potentially allowing for experimental decoupling of 
overlapping selection pressures. The ability to arbitrarily program feedback control 
between culture conditions and fluidic functions allows the user to algorithmically 
define highly specialized environmental niches.  
 Accurate fluidic manipulation is a requirement of continuous culture 
automation, but past approaches to fluidic routing have been tedious to customize 
and difficult to control, imposing limitations on experimental design. We presented 
a method to build and control millifluidic devices that plugs into the eVOLVER 
framework for programmatic routing of fluids during continuous culture. To 
highlight the utility and robustness of the devices, we performed three experimental 
demonstrations: sophisticated fluidic mixing and dispensation, vial-to-vial 
transfers, and integration of multiple devices for more complex culture routines 
(Chapter 6.4). These experiments illustrate the potential of custom millifluidics with 
this platform. 
 In the future we hope that our framework could be applied in studying 
contributions of individual species to community fitness in microbial consortia, 
designing synthetic circuits that minimize fitness costs to the host cell55, identifying 
circuit designs for producer strains to maximize stability over time in industrial 
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bioreactors56, or in optimization of synthetic microbial genomes57,58. We hope that 
eVOLVER will serve as a democratic platform for research by a broad community 
of users to build, execute and share experiments.  
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Appendix A: Reconfiguration of eVOLVER for Common Experiments 
 Rather than propose a single continuous culture device designed to a 
specific purpose, our goal with eVOLVER was to demonstrate a design framework 
that gives the user the freedom to imagine and carry out virtually any type of 
experiment that uses automated cell growth functionality to study cellular fitness. 
Here, we comment on reconfiguring eVOLVER for several experiments of 
significant interest in the community.  
Chemostat  
 As one of the simplest forms of continuous culture, small-volume (~mL) 
chemostat arrays have been popular in directed and experimental evolution22. To 
run eVOLVER as a chemostat, one would use the peristaltic pump array with 
dilution events triggered by a programmed timer, rather than by optical density (as 
in turbidostat mode). This alteration can simply be made, without hardware 
changes, on the Python code. Each vial in eVOLVER can be programmed with a 
different dilution rate. Alternatively, more rapid communication can be achieved by 
modifying the code on the auxiliary board Arduino that controls the fluidic channels. 
In more detail, the pumps described in the manuscript have a fixed flow rate of (~1 
mL/s); however, by varying frequency and duration of turning the pump ON, one 
could achieve a lower average target flow rate. For example, by turning on the 
pump for 1 second every 10 seconds, a flow rate of 100 uL/s can be reached with 
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a continuous approximation. The input pump can then be flexibly and dynamically 
programmed to achieve different rates. The pump can robustly fire for as short as 
0.5 seconds (for a bolus of ~0.5 mL). If the application requires slower or more 
continuous flow, pumps can also be switched out for slower motors or tubing 
diameters. Any peristaltic pumps pulling less than 0.5 amp/channel could be 
controlled by the Auxiliary board.  
 
Morbidostat  
 Morbidostat algorithms have been developed that gradually increase the 
selection pressure of an evolving culture, typically based on measured growth 
rate59,60. Previously, this algorithm has been implemented with two media inputs 
(+ and - drug), requiring three peristaltic pumps per culture (w/ efflux pump). In a 
16-vial eVOLVER unit, this setup can easily be implemented by (1) controlling 48 
pumps with the auxiliary board or (2) using multiplexed fluidics with the millifluidic 
devices. The prior being simpler to implement for 2 media inputs and the latter 
letting one scale to >2 inputs. As currently designed, the auxiliary board can control 
up to 48 fluidic elements (pumps/ solenoids). To run morbidostat mode, one would 
need to modify the Python code to the desired growth algorithm (e.g. control rate 
of drug increase, growth rate threshold to trigger the drug input). 
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Optogenetic Control During Continuous Culture 
 Light inducible protein domains have been used to dynamically control and 
rapidly prototype genetic networks13. Hardware for light inducible systems typically 
rely on batch culture, limiting experiments to a narrow time window in which all 
cells across an experiment are in exponential phase. Attempts at coupling 
continuous culture to light induction have been limited by throughput (1-2 cultures) 
and reconfigurability. Equipped with components for light induction, eVOLVER 
would uniquely enable long-term optogenetic perturbations in finely controlled 
growth phases across a large number of culture vessels. Due to the modularity of 
eVOLVER hardware components, integrating optogenetic control is straight 
forward and requires minor modifications to the system.  
 
Fluorescence Measurements 
 Bulk fluorescence measurements have previously been demonstrated by 
Takahashi et al. during continuous culture, without the use of a photomultiplier tube 
(PMT)61. To recapitulate this setup in eVOLVER, an extra LED-diode pair would 
be added to the 6th and 7th S/A Slots, similar to adding LEDs for light induction. 
Additionally, the 3D printed part would be modified to house optical filters for better 
detection of any fluorescence signal. Potential setbacks in this setup (without a 
PMT) include potentially a low signal to noise ratio. This can be solved by 
multiplexing signal from all cultures into a single PMT via fiber optics. The 
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electronics controlling the PMT would communicate back to the same RS485 line 
to be controlled by the same Raspberry Pi, similar to the auxiliary board. 
Alternatively, single cell fluorescence measurements would also be made possible 
by interfacing eVOLVER with a pipetting robot, droplet microfluidics, or using the 
native pump from the flow cytometer sample directly from the cultures. These 
systems could interface serially with the Raspberry Pi via RS485/USB or the lab 
computer via USB. 
 
Different Culture Volumes 
 As described in this manuscript, 40 mL culture vessels were chosen for a 
sufficiently large population size for full coverage of the genome during evolution. 
Other applications like bioproduction, larger library screens, or applications with 
expensive culture medium might be better suited with alternative volumes. The 
modularity of the eVOLVER framework enables redesign of the Smart Sleeve with 
limited changes to the rest of the hardware. For example, to design a sleeve for 
larger volumes, one would (1) machine a new aluminum casing, (2) obtain a 
fan/motor capable of stirring a larger/smaller volume, and (3) redesign a PCB/ 3D 
printed piece to optimize position of components (orientation of diode/ LED for O.D. 
measurements through larger volume). The rest of the hardware downstream of 
the Smart Sleeve could potentially remain the same or have only slight software 
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modifications, depending on size of culture vessel (e.g. tune PID controller for 
larger thermal mass).  
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Appendix B: Description of strains used  
 
Strain/Pool Parental Strain Description 
FL100 S. cerevisiae 
ATCC 28383 
MATa reference strain 
YJW509 S. cerevisiae 
W303 strain 
MATα haploid 
MATα ade1-14 his3-11,15 leu2-3 trp1-1 ura3-1 (Osherovich 
et al., 2001)61 
YJW564 S. cerevisiae 
W303 strain 
MATα haploid 
MATa ade1-14 his3-11,15 leu2-3 trp1-1 ura3-1 (Osherovich 
et al., 2001)1 
TG1 Escherichia coli 
K-12  
supE thi-1 Δ(lac-proAB) Δ(mcrB-hsdSM)5, (rK-mK-) 
(Stratagene) 
MG1655 Escherichia coli 
K-12  
ATCC 47076 
rph-1 
 
BS 303 Serratia 
marcescens 
ATCC 13880 
type strain for Serratia marcescens 
 
   
yBW001 S. cerevisiae 
FL100 strain 
adapted for 100 generations in eVOLVER, founder for 
density dependent evolution expt. 
yBW002 yBW001 HO::pNH607 pTDH3-mNeonGreen hygroR  
used in competitive fitness assay for density dependent 
evolution expt. 
 
ySK499 cYJW509 TRP1::pNH604 pGAL1-mKate2  
used in glucose/galactose ratio sensing expt. 
 
ySK116 cYJW584 URA3::pRS306 pTEF1-mCherry 
MATa founder for cyclohexamide evolution vial in parallel 
evolution and mating expt. 
ySK743 S. cerevisiae 
W303 strain 
MATα haploid 
(from YJW509) 
LEU2::pNH605 pTEF1-mNeonGreen 
MATα founder for ketoconazole evolution vial in parallel 
evolution and mating expt. 
yBW003 ySK116/ySK743 Diploid pool formed by mating ySK116/ySK743 at t0 in 
parallel evolution and mating expt. 
yBW004 ySK116 CHX-evolved MATa haploid pool collected at t1 in parallel 
evolution and mating expt. 
yBW005 ySK116 CHX-evolved MATa haploid pool collected at t2 in parallel 
evolution and mating expt. 
yBW006 ySK743 KETO-evolved MATα haploid pool collected at t1 in parallel 
evolution and mating expt. 
yBW007 ySK743 KETO-evolved MATα haploid pool collected at t2 in parallel 
evolution and mating expt. 
yBW008 ySK116/ySK743 Diploid pool formed by mating yBW004/yBW006 at t1 in 
parallel evolution and mating expt. 
yBW009 ySK116/ySK743 Diploid pool formed by mating yBW005/yBW007 at t2 in 
parallel evolution and mating expt. 
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Appendix C: Primers used 
 
Primer No. Name/Description Sequence 
prCM313 YKO up f GATGTCCACGAGGTCTCT 
prCM314 YKO up r GTCGACCTGCAGCGTAC 
prCM317 YKO kanMX r CTGCAGCGAGGAGCCGTAAT 
prCM331 HSP104 f GAAATCAACTACACGTACCATAAAATATACAG 
prCM338 KAP120 f CAACTGTCAACCGAATCAAATTTTAAAAG 
prCM339 AHA1 f GTCTTATTCTTAATCGTTTATAGTAGCAACAATATATC 
prCM343 SWA2 f TCGTGGACTAGAGCAAGATTTC 
prCM345 HO f CATATCCTCATAAGCAGCAATCAATTC 
prCM361 uptag1  
seq round 1 f 
ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTGATGTC
CACGAGGTCTCT 
prCM362 uptag2  
seq round 1 r 
GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTGTCGAC
CTGCAGCGTAC  
prCM363 i5001  
Day 0 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACAACTCGCTA
CACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC 
prCM364 i5002  
Day 2 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTTGAGCGAA
CACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC 
prCM365 i5003  
Day 4 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACAAGCCATTA
CACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC 
prCM366 i5004  
Day 6 
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTTCGGTAAA
CACTCTTTCCCTACACGAC 
prCM373 i7001  
30C/step 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTAAGGCGAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM374 i7002  
33C/2h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGTACTAGGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM375 i7003  
33C/6h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAGGCAGAAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM376 i7004  
33C/48h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTCCTGAGCGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM377 i7005  
36C/step 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGGACTCCTGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM378 i7006  
36C/2h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATTAGGCATGGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM379 i7007  
36C/6h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCTCTCTACGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM380 i7008  
36C/48h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGAGGCTGGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM381 i7009  
39C/step 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATAAGAGGCAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM382 i7010  
39C/2h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGTAGAGGAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM383 i7011  
39C/6h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCTCATGAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM384 i7012  
39C/48h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATATCTCAGGGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
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prCM385 i7013  
42C/step 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATACTCGCTAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM386 i7014  
42C/2h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGGAGCTACGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM387 i7015  
42C/6h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATGCGTAGTAGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT 
prCM388 i7016  
42C/48h 
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGAGCCTGTGACT
GGAGTTCAGACGTGT  
prCM353 ERG3 f1 TGAAGTGGTTGCAGAGG 
prCM354 ERG3 r1 CCACTTGTGATGAGGCTTG 
prCM355 ERG3 f2 GGAAGCTCATTATCGAGTACTTC 
prCM356 ERG3 r2 CGAATAGCGCATATTGCAC 
prCM357 RPL41A f GACTGTACTTTTCTGATGCG 
prCM358 RPL41A r CTACATTGGGTATCACTCAAGTC 
prCM359 RPL41B f CTGCGATGCTATCCATTTAC 
prCM360 RPL41B r CGGTAACAGCATCTTGCATAG 
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